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..TJECTIVE:

p,.1c completion of this task p,, vnv will be able to

,accurately construct, using,, apnrovlate drawing and mechanical

cils, str_iight egen, horizontal, angular and

( Lh, and 300-600 triam,le.

lonr be evalud .n .,-cordancc with the

I instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 14-23 of Basic Tech,ical Drawing.

2. Review sound-slide presentation DC-T-2.

In drawing a vertical line using one triangle, the triangle

luuld be on which sic-,e on the line?

using a 45' triangle, a circle may be divided Into how many

r .rts:

Fy us:ng a 30'300 tiangle, a circle may be divided into how

both trianles Lre -cd in co(lbination, a circle may be

.videl into how many vrts?

leview pages 21 ard 22 in 7,n(r textbook.

Vry do you rotate ti- nencil when toll drew a Line?
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(conLid):

thu 1 eau 11:.m.2 n a d not alone -- "ouhert-:

beVore.

Lc roy r:i-e-:;L task pacl:age,

qo 1.,-)rtod on a m.,:-7,21ous

"a jo %t-nr-. of bour,,fu

Upon completion of io unit pam.,ge you iil e able :e master

baL,ic skills ;211d use of thc, 'oanic instrumento in r2:raftini,: by

cermleting te fonowing:

.0

:-7mpletion of no Lark package for this uni L. you isin be

I. r,,anure read and record to the mallet unit, linei of

variou:, using all the sc:,les on the follo.;inc

triangular bcalo.;:

. architect'r: scLe,

u. mechanical engineer'

c. civil engin(r,r1;;

Acc,IraLely cor:struc;,, uninr; appropriate drpwing and :,-c]lanical

pcncil, htrai6ht antl even, veytical, horizontal, ..n,-,nlor 1;lc1

.
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DC-I-1

UNIT I: DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS

TASK PACKAGE 1: DRAFTING SCALZS

PI EREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Measurement is a technique that was Lsed by the Egyptians over

5000 years Rgo. The Egyptians built their pyramids with extreme]y

accurate measuring devices. One of the reasons the pyramids are

still standing today is because of the Egyptians' insistence upon

a standard, which was the ..it."

Draftsmen have to be accurace in their measurements so that

they can communicate their design specifications to machinist

s3irveyors, and builders. Measuring accurately is a primary task

of a draftsman. To be proficient as a draftsman, you must be

able to use the architect's, civil engineer's and mechanical

engineer's scales accurately and properly in the measurement of

lines. In this package you will learn the procedures and accepted

practices for using thest scales.

7
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OBJECTIVE:

,vcri completion oC thi task pack go yot' will be able to mewnire,

read and record to the smallest unit, lines of various lengths,

using al: th,.r scess on the io Lowing triangular scales:

1. Architect-s scale

2. Mechanical engineer's scale

3. Civil engineer's scale

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read paragraphs 37-39, pages 27-3G - Basic Technical Drawing,

Spencer.

2. Review sound-slide presentation DC-I-1, and filmstrip FS665618.

3. Being able to use the scale effectively will require a good

knowledge of fractions. If you do not possess this knowledge,

check with your instructor.

4. After having read your reference material and reviewed the film-

strip and slid's, cat- you name the three scales used by a draftsman?

Name them. 1. 2.

3.

5. Can you explain the difference between the three scaJos? Egplain

the difference.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

6. What would a line of 3" equal i; scaled with the 1/8" = 11-1"

on the architect's-scale?

7. Which scale is useJ to me2S:.., hJi s roans?

Write a brie.: desc=iption of the 1/2 scale on the mechanical

engineer's soule.

Into what part,, is the ziv:1 enginoer's scale id d?

10, Now th,:t you hlve command -f tha Iry .n 4t y. a check wit',

your instructor and g_,e him your answers.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

scales on the

the smallest

1. Measure the following line all the

architect's scale. Record your answer to

increment of each scale on this sheet.

A. a. b.

1/4" = 11-0" 3/8" = 11-0" 1" = 11-0"

1/8" = 11-0" 3/4" = 11-0" 1/2" = ILO"

3/32" = 11-0" 3" = 11-0" 12" = ILO"

3/16" = 11-0" 1 1/2" = 11-0"

B. c.

1/4" = 11-0" 3/8" = 1' -0" 1" =

q8" = 11-0" 3/1." = 11-0" 1/"." = l'-0"

3/32" = 11-0" 3" = 12" = -0"

3/16" = 11-0" 1 1/2" = 11-0"

9



DC-I-1

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1.

4

C. e.

1/4" = - 0" 3/8" = - 0" 1" = - 0"

1/8" = - 0' 3,43/4" _ 1/2" = n"

3/32" = - 0" 3!! - 0" 12" = 1' - "

3/16" = 1' - 0" 1 1/2" 1t 0"

2. Measure the i'olLowirg ljnes, using ;111 the scales on the civil

engineer's scale. Record your answer to the smallest incremnt

of each scale on this sheet.

A. a. b.

1" = 10' 1" = 40'

1" = 20' 1" = 50'

1" = 30' 1" = 60'

B. a. b.

1" . 10' 1" = 40'

1" = 20' 1" = 50'

1" = 30' 1" = 60'

a. b.

1" = 10' 1" = 40'

1" = 20' 1" = 50'

1" = 30' 1" = 60'

3. Measure the following lines, using all the scales nn the

mechanical engineer's scale. Record your answer to the

1.0
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LEARNING PRACTICY (cd)

31.:al1est increent ot each scale on this sheet.

A. a.

1/4 size

7/9 size

1/4 size

1/2 size

-18 size

3/4 size

3/8 size

3/4 size

5. Hey!: Congratulations - it's "Show and Tell iie. Show

he instructor your W071: and he will tell you how successful

:.ou have been.

It
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UNIT I: DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS

TASK PACKAGE 02: CARE AND USE OF "T" SQUARE AND TRIANGLES

PREREQUISITES: NON?

RATLCNALE:

Cougratui _s for having developed the skill of being

to utilize the scales uses in tthe field of drafting. In

this task package, you will come into contact with some of

the other pieces of equipment used by the draftsman. The "T"

square and triangles produce the straight lines of drafting.

The combination of the 300-60° and 45° triangles creates other

lines necessary for a draftsman to do his job.

This package will also introduce you to the type of leads

pencils used in the drafting industry. Through a combinat-

'cn c); pencil, hand, equipment and this task package you can

come one step closer to your final goal -- a skilled draftsman.

As you proceed through the Learning Practice and Activity,

not hesitate to glance back occasionally at. the Objective.

drafting, you will want to do your creative work to a "T",
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.).BJECTIVE:

2

.'pin completion of this task pd, vot) will be able to

accurately construct, using appropriate drawing and mechanical

straight znid even, vertical, horizontal, angular and

LinL:1, I "g the "-,'" 43°, and 300400 triangle.

Yonr perfance wi:, be evalu-Lnd _n accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 14-25 of Basic Tech,lical Drawing.

2. Review sound-slide presentation DC-T-2.

1. I'i drawing a vertical line using one triangle, the triangle

! 101110. be on which side on the line?

. using a 45' triangle, a circle may be divided into how many

p.rts?

Fy using a 30'40' triangle, a circle may be divided into how

riny p,trts?

both triangles Lre .ed in coirbination, a circle may be

into how many parts?

Review pages 21 aril 22 in your textbook.

8. Vly do you rotate thQ pencil when you draw a line?



LEARNING ACCIVITY 4c-T1t-Tj:

9. 111 horizontn"ineFz ore ct-,T-T7 u.Lng only what part cf t'h2

sq9nre?

the ,rad,.!s of p ei; leas that are used _

3.

'"ur thing --

z Lor and have

lem.

LEARNING PRACTICE;

Reod. carefo'iy, thr the Learning Practice

br2fore stating to work, Usin, 1,,you!- "A", inside the back cover

of Tim- textbook, epo a sh,..2 :,_ of aper. Divide the paper horizm-

tally. items .1. Lulu wt1.1 be (,onstructed in the top half of your

3 in the lower half of the p-i2e7.

1
(' fte

Pr;lctice. Don't be uptight --

t of li,per, draw and label each of the

lt, two trtangles and the "T" square.

:Lt.. t lon, and use the same =mon vertex*

330, and 120°.

_ - il '3VeS meet.. E,!e;

of o (11,:i:3cd intr, four parts.)

14



-'74'.42%.

for tna previous prz'ctice,

3" ,trcie with a compass, and divide thc circle

into :;r: p_t3, using 1.e triangle.

,f 1.aper rbov,, draw a ?" d -oter

24 aqua] parts. using

ti has plate, Figure 7L

-age I-) in vcur textbook. Fonow the directions Us:

in F10-:e 75, :agP O.

a task pa6.a,e is the ,:eal thing. Take your Learnin

. --- evaluation.

15



PC-T-3

:11 T: DRA-TING

'11, 3: LINES, A.A.-.7,LtS &ND CURVES

:,CNE

ss

tn: packa,,e of , you will cover the :as:

1),;S_ sk-U1s. b-,come Z Ilia: vita

'ow compass, the protractor, and called the "Frer,m

west cs referred to as the "irrer,ular curve.

StraiOt lines are not the only lines encountered by a dr

in hii daily work. He will be concerned with curves, ns a cis .es,

"Iaese different lines are constr.,. cted vi-_h the above naned items. you

r'ust cultivate the skills to draw these different types of lines and

to match carves with straight lines to develop continuity of line,

he protractor, a device used to measure angles,

tc you, It is .1n important piece of ecte e t to a draftsman.

Noli, after reading the behavioral objective carefuily, see

can master the curves well.

familisr
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ts Insll nckoge Yo-: -.1. be able tc cr,-.-:::,Ltly

; circi, :Ind an nrd with smooth, L

' of accuri-lcr.

71.,0 no hreilk

4-: ,-.7va2ur.ted In yc-r,1:-nce with the

c-.oc;- list.

pp. 30-35 of 1l ac Technical Drawinj.

Troso.ntation DC-1-3 and Filmstrip FS665619.

tnc ::-7-ocular curve, t ruling edge must pass

5t-:-,to, in nc your onwer to this

-:lons fn the ho.,Irnincz Activity.

33 i- y: 1r textt;oc,k.

iczc of dra-:ir:-

C47C:3 3 :t -'th

distance von would sot ;,n vcur cr-t1,19,1?
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LEARE1NG .ice (eout!d):

3. Can vou believe it!!! YL,o've flhi.hcd a.Ithcr Lea,n

Take your completed list to the instructor so it can be -beck,!a,

lj.ARNIN PRACTICE:

torell.i!y, through the iracticc ,

,rartir to work,

Draw eazh ob:o_ct on a set., ratE- paper, Use shee

layout "A" for each drawing.

1. Draw the slotted cam, figure 82, on page 42 in Basic Technical

Drawing. Center the drating on your paper.

Draw table leaf support wing, figure 87 on page 42 in Basic

Technical Drawing.

3. Finishing a task package is the real thing - at least that's whoi-

they say. Since you've finished yours take it to the instructor

for evaluation.
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UNIT MUM Sib TECaii.WAL ZETTMaia

PREREQUISITES: UNIT II

RATIONALE:

Drawing is a graphical languasc T.:, help 4'urthof vAplain

the representations a draftsman constrIcts9 he uses notes. These

notes muel oe lettered so that the reader can easily interpret

the draftsmanIs message.

The draftsman needs to communicate without any trouble. His

letters should be matt wil-formed and spaced for easy interpre-

tation. This unit will belp ycu attain your goals and the objec-

tives listed in the task pack =age.

OBJECTIVES

OKIERAL

Upon oc.nple'.:o7 -2f pa:!kage. y7:c 4111 be 6,1 letter correctly

ueIng tlle

010VnTill,

.z:Alc draftsman.

Upon (f th fo: urit$, rn will be

lettes" Lnclined techniques.

You will oe spacing and the, formation of the

letters.

20



DC-II 2

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

This unit has one task package. In this package you will be

asked to view a sound -slide presentation, read and answer questions,

and perform some practical exercises. The number and name of the

task package included in this unit are as follows:

TASK PACKAGE 1: LETTERS USING VERTICAL AND INCLINED TECHNIQUES

If you should feel confident enough to pass a comprehensive

test at this time, contact your instructor. However, should you

feel you are ndt ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined

above.

21.



DC-II-1

UNIT II: TECHNICAL LETTERING

TASK PACKAGE I: LETTERS USING VERTICAL AND INCLINED TECHNIQUES

PREREQUISITE: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

Lettering is an old art. It has been practiced for thousands

of years. Many civilizations have left records of their history

through their written language. Some used symbols representing

objects and others used a type of alphabet. But if these symbols

had not been legibly portrayed, no one could have interpreted

the language.

A draftsman needs to know how to use his equipment properly,

but he also needs to know how to letter neatly and legibly. The

lines, circles and arcs blend together to form a graphic language;

but the written language in the form of notes and numbers helps to

further explain this graphic language.

There are several different techniques of lettering but the

draftsman relics on only two basic styles: the vertical and

inclined methods. Through practice and concentration you can

develop the ability to letter neatly and legibly.
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OBJECTIVE:

Mill=1.1111111111111..
Upon completion of this task package you will be able to :etter
correctly using the vertical ani inclined techniques. You will
be evaluated on proper spacing aid the formation of the letters.

111111101

MIMING ACTIVITY:

I. Read pages 43-56 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Review sound-slide presentation DC-II-I and Filmstrip FS665620.

3. What is one of the main requirements of good lettering?

(Write answers to these questions in the spaces provided.)

4. What are four items you should know, to developing lettering

technique?

5. What are two types of letters?

6. Name one mechanical device used in lettering.

7. Look at Figure 105, page in your textbook. Which is larger,

the fraction or the whole number?



DC.41.4

LOAM ACTIVITY Scont'd):

8. Explain how you space between letters.

3

9. of course you realize you. finished another a_.....ag2td.tati,Le

Congratulations' Now, let your instructor check your answers.

LEARNING PIRCTICEI

I. Complete the following exercises in this package by using the

proper lettering technique.

Complete the exercise (Fig. 125) on page 57 in your textbook.

FotAcw'instructions given on page 56..

3. You know "Happiness is doing a Learning Practice'!

4. Complete the exercise (Fig.126) on page 57 in your textbook.

Follow instructions given on page 56.

5. Complete the exercise (Fig. 127) on page 57 in your textbook.

Follow instructions given on .page 56.

6. Aiet nothin' Uk a real. elLEEAL.01!

7. Complete the exercise (Fig. 128) on page 57 in your textbook.

Follow instructions given on page 56.

8. Complete the exercise (Fig. 129) on page 58 in your textbook.

Follow instructions given on page 56.

9. Complete the exercise (Fig. 130) on page 58 in your textbook.

Follow instrutions giver on page 56.

24
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

10. Complete the exercise (Fig. 131) on page 58 in your textbook.

Follow instructions given on page 56.

11. Whoa!!! The end is in sight.

12. Complete the exercise (Fig. 132) on page 58 in your textbook.

Follow instructions given on page 56.

4

13. Remember that the written language used in drafting is always

in the form of LETTERING (not handwriting). Simple-freehand

lettering, perfectly legible and quickly made, is an important

part of a drawing. Therefore, from this point on, LETTERING

will be considered a vital factor in your grade.
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L". :T PAC:::AGE 3: APPLIPO

1RREOUISITES; IT

The :Irnfrsma-T ufT_fds to I no, ii diffefeat oi geometric

1'1:Tures ocnst T.1 )11. i t - :1--rtsJn

oreite will be co.:Thr-!c _ thoiL oomentn VICLO',S

tne bisection of polygor.i ail od t,

of the drart3min's arwT1': v

The geometric figures should be drivn F that

cate the ideas of the drattsman. The lines shor co; CL

continuity. The (I.sire to learn and the iulfltiment

oojectives in this wilt sIr_nTid Todd to a now skili.

OJECTIVES:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of th:s et t. packo.;o yLil will able to

geometric figures; ,lraw or tangents to linLs and they arc , and

bisect lines and an,;les, vsing the Unsic draLL:n?, (NTra?nt.

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of the took nncknges for this whit. you

able to:

27



OBJECTIVF (cont',1):

1. Accurately bisect lines ar,c aa8les, anc consLruc: a circle

Lhre. si r "r"

wil! te the C.12

Lee line, the ,..or tctnes,_, of tne Dt'eraticc,

the ins:ructer!:,

Draw rogi3O:--,r 70:v 1:c, "1" t-

:1n,-truments. pei T. '

of your con: '..: .0_ ,

and the equality of t-11

3. Accurately draw ar ;_t. t,InLE.nt t.c arcs,

common drafting e,,riotl-n!-. zur orfurce 71ti -

the basis of the 'Inc, A- 7-

correctness of proceart , as dtt-,-2.rmin, ;n.s:ru

LEARNING ACTIVI1Y:

In order to copic!:e .,:

your work on task 0-2.,_k.2 1, ahl t-ht-11 as

complete each task packa);e n orCec, until y,)1: .1:vs each

package in this unit. vacages. :11.1 be asked

sound-slide preentazio. read and an

practical exeT:iqes. ir. n t

in this unit are as



t.RIG AC:IVIT1

AS 1: O LIN:LS AND ANGLES AND

UF

(TLAR YG'S

7.!ISK Aac,3 7ANCE=1 TIC ArD

;7- I

Vg`li ;F:T'C fl: CC:1'1'E "lt.".`=.;,\''e

:

above.

2S
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UNIT III: APPLIED GEOMETRY TO TECHNICAL DRAFTING

ASK PACKAGE #1: BISECTION OF LINES AND ANGLES AND CONSTRUCTION

VIGUilES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

Most of the views regvired in mechanical c:rat.--ins can ce

made by using the drawing instruments previously introduced,

without special consideration to procedure. However, is is

sometimes necessary and certainly more converlienr. to

geometric construction.

The bisection of lines and angles and the construc,i_n

figures are methods that make an idea come to life on

of paper. The draftsman must be proficie $11 _ is Pb trA

perform geometric construction.

There are different angles, polygons, and geometric

figures that a draftsman has to be familiar with. In th'q

package and the two that follow you will be given the op7ortunity

to use the different means of bisection and figure construccIor.

So get on with a polygon!



2

-cnon -f this task package you wi.,1 be able to

ct anc-les, and corsf-ruct a circle

_sing :he 'T" square, trianrles and bow

z.ompass Your Derfcrmalce will be evalnat,.. -r the basis of

raightness of y ± Ti=es, the coriec ::esa el the operations,

acoordanc..? _ ins:. rhecklist.

-..EARNISG ACTIVT

Read pazes 59-67 in Basic Technical Drawin:;.

Rev w presentation DC-IIi-l.

Vh.s: -'oes the symbol eL rear? (Write your answer to thi, and

6:her questions the spaces provided.)

Whmt to the symbol j mean?

triang le's interior angles is equal to what?

a: .33 your textook. Expleu the

differen,-:e en :,:.,:entric and concentri,!.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

7. How many degrees are there in an acute angle?

8. How many degrees are there in an obtuse angle?

9. ExOlin th- tern "complimentary angles."

10. Explain the term "supplementary angles."

11. Could this be magi(_!!! Another Learning ALLIvity compleretl!

Take your answers to your instructor so that he may check them.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read carefully through the entire Learning Practice

before starting to work. Prepare a sheet of drawing paper, using,

sheet layout "A".

1. Divide the paper into four equal parts, as shown in Figure 156

on page 67. In the upper left-hand corner construct a perpendi-

cular bisector. Given line A-B 3 1/4" long, using the perpendi-

cular bisector method, bisect line A-B (Figure 138, Page 62).

2. In the upper right-hand corner of the paper bisect an angle.

Given an angle of 75°, bisect the angle using your compass.

3. In the lower left-hand corner of the paper construct a triangle.

Given the following information, construct a triangle: Live A

B = 2" and C = 4". Use your compass to measure the tines.

32



DC-III-I 4

LEARNING PRACTICE ic-7n:t

In the icwor ocrner of the paper, construct a circle

L,t,gn tree pcints. A: this :;c-int-, i_heek with your instructor

l_h to draw the

circle. U,..= (:''ration.

3. Prepare an..7-_er of , Draw Flgure 77,

page =--,D y_-ur . cent(oing it or,

per.

6. iThen you comFlete :7-raoti-e ta.,c, all practice items to

the instructor for evaluazion. c:Jne a long way, baby!
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air III: APPLIED GEOMETRY UGHNICAL DRAFTING

TASK PACKAG:. #2: DRAWING REGULAR POLYGONS

UNIT

RATIONALE:

Do you know what shape a bolt head has? TAP'''. about a

stop Sign? In this task p 'kag^ you will draw the

geometric shapes called gular poiygons," A draftsman

needs to know how to construct these shapes because he comes

into contact with them frequently. The hex head bolt, the

square head bolt and other regular polygon forms are often

used in the language of the draftsman.

You will use different methods of constructing these

forms. The compass and the triangle are the basic tools that will

help lead you to create these geometric forms of drafting.

Learning to use them properly now will pay off for you in the

future.
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F

1
Upon e,,p1,-,r4e,-, ,r .-i, t,-,,;; nqi-k,n ou vill able to correctly

Idraw retular iol,,-.,: --.nc; the "T" _,Juarc, 1.2--11gles and compass.

Your perfLruauce wi:i be jil,:,,:e,-., O.Ised upc,., -h, 7tnes3 of ycur

constructlims, ',ha ,:t.--'1, ,-Irdoe: rf- !;ides -) -i-1,.: .olygon,, and

the equality of :he -in,..-,1--- in :4!ze.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review pages 59-67 in Basic Technical DrgEtj09.

2. Review the sound-slide presentation DC-111,-2.

3. What is an equilateral triangle? (Write your answer to this

and the other questions in the spaces provi'ied.)

4. Study page 60, items 1f thr^ligh 2S La your 4Erjbook.

5. How many sides does a hexagon have?

6. Look at the figure 145 on page 63 in your textbook. Plat are

the three methods for co7qtructing an ortac;on?

.t

7. Take your answers to the ,,-,:.;ruct.L,r co they -as ho checke,I.
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F:ARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read carefully through the Loarninq Practice, completely,

.-iheet of 1,aiting paper and prepare

:..., 111,6

1. Cons%ructinz L7..lre within rtrcle !:e:rnei inscribing a

square witnin

a. Prerare y,u2 ayout

b. Divide tnc pape: parts accordance with Figure

156 on page 67.

c. In the upper right-hand corner o the paper curctruot a circle

3" in diareter.

d. Inscribe a square within the circle (see Figure 145, page 63).

2. Constructing a hexagon-

a. In the upper left-hand corner of the paper construct a circle

3" in diameter.

b. The diameter of the circle equals the distance across the

corner of a hexagon. (Two new phrases - Across the corner the

distance from one corner diagonally to the opposite corner.

Across the flats - the distance from one side perpendicular to

the opposite side).

c. Using the 3" elide as the distance across the corner, construct

a hexagon within the circle. (See Fleire 145, page 63.)
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

3. Constructing an octagon.

a. In the lu;c1r left-h,ind corner of yo;:_ ::per, draw a square

witn bide.

b. Using your collpass, "T" square, and criLn4les, zonscruct

an octagon within the square (See -,, 145. page ri. )

4. Constructing a shim.

a. Lay out your paper :.iin(z layout

b. Turn in your book t, :-sac-e AO Figure 76. Draw the shic cul l

size, centering it on your paper.

5. That's the way to hack it!! Turn in all yo,! r crawings to the

instructor for evaluation.
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UNIT III: APPLIED GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTIONS

TASK PACKAGE 3: DRAWING ARCS TANGENT TO ARCS, LINES AND CIRCLES.

PRERFIUISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

The final step in creating these additional lines in geometric

construction is the development of skill in drawing tangent arcs.

Arcs that are tangent to lines, or to other arcs, help develop the

even, steady flow of lines necessary in drafting work.

This package will help reinforce your skill in the use of

the compass. You will be able to develop arcs tangent to acute,

obtuse and right angles. With your new skill gained from

completion of this package you will be able to construct AXCEI that

are tangent to other arcs. You should familiarize yourself with

these basic geometric constructions and learn their uses in order

to complete the assigned drawings.

Did you know that the geometry of snow is unique? No two

snowflakes are exactly the same in geometric pattern.
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OBJECTiVZ:

1.11 .';Lc,, of thif task package you 1;e able to accurately

draw sr..-.9 tangent to arcs, lines and usIng. ottr.on drift ng

equipment. Your performance will be evaluated on the basis of the

line flow or smoothness of construction any 2-.2 correctness of

procedure, as determined by the instruct_or's Neck list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review pages 59-67 in Basic Technical Drawi..-

2, Review sound-slide presentation DC-III-3.

3. Look at figure 150 on page 64 in your textbook. Vnat tv-.)e of

angle is used in part "a"? Write your ans.-.er.

4. Look at figure 150 on page 64 in your text':cok. chat typ

angle is used in part "b"? Write your answer.

5. Look at figure 150 on page 64 in your textbook. chat type of

angle is used in part "c"? Write your ans-,--er

6. Look at figure 149 on page 64 in your textbook. With as

the center of the circle and line CT interlec

of tangency on the circle, what is the forr,-,A

:19
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LEARNINr, :LCTTV1TY (cont'd):

tangent line and line CT? Write your answcr.

7. Yu 'vim: come a lung way, baby. Now take ic_r answers to the

,.at ho may check them.

LEARNING PRACTa,n:

Kedd carefully through Lhe ;v-pi L:,

before starting to wor-. Obtain three sheet

the layout specified for each exercise below.

1. Draw an arc tangent to two straight lines that form an acute

angle.

a. Prepare your paper using layout "A".

b. Divide your paper into four equal pelts in accordance with

Figure 156 on page 67.

c. In the upper left-hand corner of your paper, using your drafting

equipment and protractor, construct in the center of the b'nck

an angle of 85° with the sides 1 1/2" n. length.

d. Given a radius of 3/4", construct an arc tangent to the

above angle. t.fJlow the instruction on page 64, figure 150 (a).

2. Draw an arc tangent to two straight lines that form an obtuse

angle.

a. In the upper right-hanu corner crT your par2r t he

center of the block an angle of 145° w th ,fide; that at( 4

length.

,:raw Lug papct

40
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'EARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

diven a radius of*3/4", construct an arc tangent to the

A, 1, F:L1c.w the instruct _on.; an page 64, Figure n) (a).

:)r-w an arc tangent to two straight that Earn a 90°

angle.

a. In the lower left-hand corner of yc- duw n the

center of :he block a 90° angle t , 2" in 'e,!,th.

D. Given a rnd.4.us c: "it", construct an tangent the

above angle. Follow the insl.ructi,f-, , p4g, 64, Figure

150 (c).

4. Draw an arc tangent to a straight line zinc; are (ob:11:e).

a. In the lower right-hand corner of your paper draw in the

center of the block a given arc of 2" in radius and .wing

approximately 90'. Given a horizontal straight line yf ?"

draw a line that intersects the arc.

b. Given a radius of 3/4", construct an arc tangent to

given arc and line. Follow the instructions on page 65,

figure 151 (a).

5. Draw an arc tangentt,o an arc and line (acute).

"a. Prepare your paper using layout "A".

Divide the paper into four equal parts in accord,Inc(

Figure 156 on page 67.

41.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

c. In the upper left-hand block construct an arc with a 3"

and swing the arc to the 1,;ft eegh .czpprox-,clateiy

d. From the center point you used to scribe :bE dr .w a Ilre

to the le, atersectin the arc.

e. Given a ro2ius of 3/0, construct

arc and line. _^. =t-uct,ons

6. Draw an arc tangent to two arcs.

a. Look at the illustration on page 65, Figure 15:

b. Given an arc of 2" diameter, on the same oenter L.ne

construct an arc of 1" diameter.

c. Given a radius of 2", construct an arc tangent to tLg :L%

arcs.

* If you have difficulty see your instructor.

7. Draw the gasket on page 69, Figure 162.

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Don't forget to center the gasket on year p4-er.

c. Using the dimensions given in Figure 162 on p=,E, 69, draw tte

gasket full scale.

8. How many of your friends can do this? Give ;=our rk t

instructor for evaluation.
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UNIT PACKAGE: DRAFTSMAN'S ALPHABET OF LINES

PREREQUISTES: UNITS I - III

RATIONALE:

The draftsman uses hid drawings as a technique o= communicacicn.

Hio ideas are graphically represented. The lines the draf:sman draws

have meanings. The lines represent something. This uni: will h

yuu become familiar with Cde alphabet of lines. YoL Hill see :low

each line is titled to express its meanin. Some of the names cf :he

lines become evident when you see them in use. In order not cc

misrepresent his ideas the draftsman must become aware of how the

alphabet of lines is to be used. You should succeed through the

implemeutatibfi of the Objective.

OB,117.G11VE:

GENEPAL:

Upon compietiott of this unit pa-'.(age :o ±---C-;77-3Z-

thP uses -If the draftsman's alphab-

lires in use.

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of the task plc for -hiF

1. accurately list, from a ,-;3 rtes

draftsman's alphabet of lives



;R:E:77:VES (contt: :

E. rbiez t or Visible line.

c=struction lines.

c. hioden line.

seczIon line.

e. center line.

ex:ension and dimension line.

g. plare line.

o. short end long break linest

4. phantom line.

-rformanze will be evaluated on a written test involving

thi= n=mint of lines frot illustrations.

AC7-V7TT:

:s. In the porle you will bo

s pleition, read nd an,r7wer ficie,;%ibn8,

sn,-ne practical exs-rri,2,--q. 11,e r.n:bvr and name of tLo

V72t are as follm4s:

=

ennubh tn ps.s= o Lfl-TreliPasive

Hoi4Lver, qhouls' you feel

von© work Is r.iilined ibovo.

45
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UNIT IV: DRAFTSMAN'S ALPHABET OF LINES

TASK PACKAGE # 1: USES OF LINES

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I - III

RATIONALE:

You know the alphabet of letters, but do you know that the

draftsman has an alphabet of lines?

We have found that drafting is a graphical languagd. 1)o

know that even the lines drawn by a dtaiftaman have a

purpose? Each line has a job to do. From the very first stroke

a the pencil to the very last stroke, a draftsman conveyd meaning

through the lines he uses. If he uses a line incorrectly he will

Misguide the pardon who reads his drawing.

The conOest of this skill is another important step in the

direction of becoming d tompetent draftsman. If you enjoy creativity

with lines, you should develop into a good draftsman.

4
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03jECTIVE!

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

accurately list, from a series of illustrations, the following

draftsman's alphabet of lines:

a. object or visible line.

c. hidden line.

d. section line.

E. center line.

f. extension and dimension line.

g. cutting plane line.

h, snort and long broken line.

i. phantom line,

vill evaluated on a Written test involving the naming of

T7ARNING ACT:=TY:

Read :laces .9-21 and paee t'3 in ?.-Isic TeohniclpraEla, and

p_Izes --5 of this! task packaee.

Review sound-slide rr=sentation DC-TV-I.

3, L,k 3: Fiz,ure 3L. ;-age 20 in vc,tir textb0,1k.

4 . V-at ig the utse of a Oantom line?

47
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (codttd):

5. What is the purpose of the visible line?

6. What is the purpose of the construction line?

7. Which is the extension line and which is the dimension line?

8. How many types of break lines are there listed iii Figure 34?

9. What kind of a line is a hidden line?

10. Read the attached pages of the task package.

11. What is the purpose of a hidden line?

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONg: Read through the Learning Practice completely beforQ

stdrtidg to work.

1. Follow the directions on page 9 of this task package, entitled

Identification Of Line Symbols, and complete the problem. Draw

gUide hides for your ietterin,7 1/h high.

2. Remember, lines are identified by their width and densiy (darkness),

not by n label. Prom this point on, the Alphabet of 13ne5 will

play a major role in your grade.
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INFORMATION:

In making 8 part presentation, the draftsman arranges the views in a

particular manner. Line characteristics, such as width, breaks in the

line, or zigzags have definite meaning. These lines convey certain

meaning to the workman machining or building the part.

Kinds of Lines

Many times in starting a drawing, the draftsman starts with center lines.

CENTER LINES are composed of long and short, alternate and evenly spaced,

thin sharp lines. This line id used tb indicate the center of a circle

or arc on a view.

OBJECT LINES or VISIBLE LINES are slightly thicker than center lines and

the line quality Much darker. These lines are used to define the shape

of the UorkOiece while looking directly at the part.

alUDEN LINES Or INVISIBLE LINES ore used to show hidden features Df tr,e

object, and ars drawn with short, ,vonly spaced dashes.

EXTENSION LINES are thin sharp lines with line Weight of the wtme width

as the center line. They aro unbroked (,nd their fuhctiod is for the

boundry lines used in conjunction with dimension :;tees.

49
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BREAK LINES

The function of the break line is to shorten a drawing's length,

conserving time and space, without changing the machine operator's

interpretation of the drawing. Long break lines are drawn as thin,

zig-zag lines and short break lines are drawn as thick, wavy lines.

SOLID
STOCK

STEEL

TU11E.

SQUARE
SToctie,

WCIOD

CUTTING PLANE LINES

The tutting plane line is used to indicate a plan!, or plane ih which

a sectibial view is taken. This i'lforthation wili he taken in det;iit

iti d later task package.
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LEADER LINES

The leader line with an arrowhead touches the surface to which the leader

refers, or to an extension line to that particular surface. It also

refers to hole sizes, notes on finishes, etc. Notice the examples shown

here and in your textbook.

DIMENSION LINES

These lilies indicate the length, width, etc., wit; figures so

machine operator can make his parts to the proper ,ize. The !imension

lint terMinates with an arrowhead butted against ,:_/ensier. line.

Oc'cn8fonslly, when ad Arc or radius be inicated, thcre is an

arroW at only the end of the Ilno, Note the treW,mk-w_ vf the radius

in thig drawing.
R

iC

51.
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The control of line Width on mechanical drawings is important in the

intrepretation of the drawing, Lines done with a ruling pen and ink

can be controlled much more accurately than those done with a drawing

pencil. Uniform line quality is essential for reproducing drawings.

The thickest lines on a regular shop drawing are the cutting plane

and viewing plane lines. Lines that denote outlines of objects or

other visible lines should be thick enough so they can be different-

iated from hidden, extension, dimension or center lines.

One very important detail on a drawing is the arrowhead and leader

line. Correctly drawn arrowheads are not drawn sloppily, or do they

vary in size. The gibe of the arrowhead varies with the size of the

drawing but all arrowheads should be the saute size on a single drawing.

In moat MechaniCal and industrial drawings, the arrowheads are solid

or filied-in, mid are three times longer that; they are wide. An,-

heads should be drawn freehand. The following procedure shows,

Olt? constratt ion of Arrowheads. REMEMBER, PRACTIcE MAKFS PERFIXTION.

/-

3 4
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UNIT PACKAGE 5: ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I, II, IV

RATIONALE:

The draftsman should be able to sketch objects at random.

The ability to express one's self is a definite achievement of a

draftsman. The draftsman should be able to interpret what he sees

visually and be able to translate this visual picture into lines

on paper.

Orthographic projection stems from sketches. The draftsman nee,.ds

to know the techniques of orthographic projection and how the views

are related to each other. The elements such as curved and ancular

surfaces have to be handled correctly when projecting them ortho-

graphically. 'Ine aollIti o drallsr:an

the engineer and convert these graphical notes to drawInza

are understandable is essential. The success7ci :cm

unit should lead you in that direction.

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon completion of this unit package you will

objects correctly and convert sketches and p:_ctril:

views of orthographic projection which cent f.

and inclined planes.



the task Dackar-e:; for this unit, ::ou dill be able

o:

nccur-.;ely objects c: -ous chaos.

.lua.ted on the completenesc of

of te oc-. and in accordance

c= the -,rinci-.-lcr; of orthoc-rapic

111 be 1,1:ed on tlie basis

be :rent

all -,:iews correctly projectcd and in the proper



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

5. Correctly project and draw hidden surfaces of objects in

orthographic projection. Your performance will be evaluated

on the basis of projecting accurately all the hidden lines

in the views.

6. Project and draw objects with inclined edges using ortho-

graphic projection. Your performance will be evaluated on you:

ability to accurately include ell inclined edges, and in

accordance with the instructor's checklist.

7. Project and draw objects with cylindrical surfaces using

orthographic projection. Your performance will be evaluated

on your ability to include all cylindrical surfaces an

accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

In order to complete this unit succesl...1.

your work on Task Packa,e 1, z,nd then as a

complete each task 11,1ckage iv order unt

package in this unit. In the packages you w11_ e

a sound-slide presentation, read and answer J:; t-crm

some practical exercises. Tne number anj

included in this unit are as f..-A.lows

TASK PACKAGE 1: PRI:-:CIPLES OF FRFF-,A':

TASK PACKAGE 2; SKETCHING VTE*,;S OF



4

"-LTsV-NC, ACTIVITY (contid):

TASK PACKAGE 3: SELECTION AND SKETCHING OF PRIMARY VIEWS AND

OBJECTS REQUIRING ONLY TWO VIEWS

TASK PACKAGE 4: ARRANGEMENT AND DRAWING OF THREE VIEWS IN

ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE 5: HIDDEN SURFACES IN ORTHOGRAPHIC VIEWS

TASK PACKAGF 6: INCLINED SURFACES IN ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE 7: CYLINDRICAL SURFACES IN ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

should feel confident enough to pass a comprehensive test

this time, contact your instructor. However, should you feel you

are not neady to be tested, begin your work as outlined above.
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UNIT V: ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE #1: PRINCIPLES OF FREEHAND SKETCHING

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

The first feel of drafting that you will encounter is that

of sketching. Sketches play an important role it the field of

engineering. Ideas are first expressed as sketches by

engineers and draftsmen.

The ability to sketch correctly and quickly will be

beneficial to you as a draftsman. There are no mechanical tools

used in sketching, just a pencil, eraser and some paper. Just

as in developing other skills in drafting, sketching takes

rractice and concentrated effort.

Sketching will he4 lo :id you Into orthographic projectioL.

If will give you an additional "tool" to add to your "bag of

skills." So take pen Jn hind, not too tightly though, and

sketch along for fun and nrofP,..
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

demonstrate an understanding of the principles of freehand sketching

by sketching accurately obiects of various shapes. Your performance

will be evaluated on the completeness of information and recogniz-

ability of the object and in accordance with the instructor's

check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 5-13 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Review slide-sound presentation DC-V-1.

3. 'What are the three objects required for sketching?

5. nescribe an ellipse.

6. What are the tw. - et...,... :or sketching circlef:?

What is he secret

What is reap by saving J. dra.ring is portion?

6-1
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

9. What is the main point about drawing a straight line?

10. Smile! You've just finished another Learnins Activity!!

Take your answers to your instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read through the Learning Practice completely before

starting to work.

1. Obtain two sheets of drawing paper from your instructor.

2. Using the sheet attached in this package with the collar,

wedge and V-block sketched on it, sketch these objects in the

space provided on the sheet. You will be required to sketch

two views of each object, one view using grid lines and the

other without grid lines. Apply the principles of sketching.

farn to page [3 in ,:our texthok, "na LKet,h figuro 22.

4. Fallowing the instructions given in section 17 on page 12 in

your textbook, sketch the stAping in figure 22, using a to%

in accordance with secrinu 17 on page 12.

5. Prepare the scrond shott fd- paper using tho Iyout that yon used

in 4 above.

6. 'turn to page 6 in this t,,,k p..kage Aod look it the

titled Figure 1.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

7. Sketch "Figure 1" full size and center it on your drawing paper.

Do not place dimensions on your sketch.

8. Nothing to it, right!! You've finished another task package.

Take all your sketches to the instructor for evaluation.
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UNIT V: ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE # 2: SKETCHING VIEWS OF OBJECTS

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

The world we live in is multi-dimensional. The paper on

which you will make a representation of an object is too-dimensional

(a single flat plane). To help indicate that an object is really

three dimensional an artist can use light and dark shades and color.

A draftsman is limited to lines. To indicate the three dimensions

of at object in line alone, draftsmen have adopted a number of

conventions. Using these, a draftsman can be sure that anyone who

knows the conventions can look at his drawing and comprehend what

is portrayed.

1t n oio-ton mertnq right-angular, or perpendicular

projection, and its orincInles car be rel3ilv understood.

must show more than one gide ( view) of cYcct. .f

d1ffcre't. It must also be taws al- if

convey to a workman t!,e exac

ti
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be aole to sketch

views of objects using the principles of orthographic projection.

You will be evaluated on the basis of your sketches' containing

the front view, side view, top view, with all views correctly

projected and in the proper order.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 72-78, pages 81 and 82 and paragraph 101 on page 95

in Basi, Technical Drawing.

2. Review the sound-slide presentation DC-V-2 and filmstrips FS69171

and FS691794.

3. What are the three views or plans of an object that are drawn?

4. What are the three princip-L dimensions

5. How many views may an obje,:t have?

6. Look at figure it'2 on 77 in vi

7. at view is above tnc, front view?

S. What view is to the the

9. Do the fro ni view ,ind the 1-.ack e :'
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

12. What dimensions does the top view show?

13. Look at figure 192 on page 82 In your textbook.

14. What are the three views shown?

15. How many of your friends can sketch accurately? Another Learning

Activity finished!

Take your answers to the instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read through the entire Learning Practice before

starting to work.

1. Look at the sheets attached to this task package.

2. Oa page 5, sketch the top, front and side views of the objects

In the ari23 ObeLt..(;. ',t

holp you sketc), the blocks in ptoportion. t

form of measurement.)

3. Obtain a sheet ,C dr,iing paper trop: your i

Flyure 211 and rcrcA para),raph 101

textbook.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (conted):

7. Prepare your sheet of paper using layout "A", using your

instruments, keeping in mind the procedure for placement of

three views on a sheet of paper.

8. Look at problem #1 on this page.

9. Sketch three views of problem #: using correct orthographic

projection.

10. Could you believe this could be so much fun? Take your

sketches to the instructor for evaluation.

iris
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17.AIT V ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE P3: SELECTION AND SKETCHING OF PRIMARY VIEWS AND

OBJECTS REQUIRING ONLY TWO VIEWS.

FREREUISITES: UNIT V, TASK PACKAGES 1 2

RATI3NALE:

have become aware now that a draftsman uses a uniform

met :.3d of expressing himself graphically. In this package you

vf,11 see tIlat a drafts~ =~ is a specialist in his own area.

He learts to communicate using views of objects and he can

express a thought with as few as two views.

This package will show you that a draftsman's language is not

really difficult but simple and concise. As all common objects

have three dimensions length, width and thickness it stands

,n ohiect accurately, one

..tee vie-..s of that ch 'ect on zho

all zl=t-nsions. I: an -r

tno "rce cr tea.. t":o sRme

s ,6,-ftc7e.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to

select and sketch the following:

a. Primary views of objects

b. Objects requiring only two views

You will be evaluated according to the instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 76 - 80 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Review the filmstrip and slide presentations - DC 5-3 FS 6917QL

and 691794. Which views are really needed to be drag_ in

orthographic projection? (Write answers to this and subsscuer

questions in spaces provided).

3. Look at Figure 182 on page 77 in your tex:b.7ok.

4. What views always show the depth of an o!::

5. 'Thy are some object5 drain with (1:-17- -.o

6. Look at Figure I48 01.1 raio your tc,c:

7. Why is (b), in the illustnition. a c ;

(c) is not?



1:7.:-.3NINC: ACTIVITY (cont'd):

is the worst mist. -e you can make in technical drawing?

Fiure 191 on page 81 in your textbook.

is in the illustration, a better example of views

and

is'at views .11-e shown in Figure 191 (b)?

YO've done it again!! Now take your work to

:_e inszrurtz-r to have it evaluated.

FRACTICE:

:o

ed th-rol:Ith this Learnine Practice completely before

in this task package.

-.tont ,e-1,1 top vi; of the 0,

rf the oh;ects.

'..c;. t:-e ,-t;

vcr. r ,Ind

7:i
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UNIT V: ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE #4: ARRANGEMENT AND DRAWING OF THREE VIEWS IN

ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I, II, IV: UNIT V, TASK PACKAGES 1-3

RATIONALE!

We're going to explore further into your development of the

skill of actually drawing objects in three views. The first

packages served in givins, yeu a foundation for the remainder of

this unit. Each package from here to the end of this unit will

cover a new problem in projecting objects and creating that

effect of portrayal that a draftsman shows in his work. As you

draw the objects in this task package, don't forget how they are

placed on the paper in the correct order and how they have to be

OM Er_ VE :

Upon ur

arrelce 13n.1 3s C

rL

t,

.-heck
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review Chapter 6, pages 72-86, in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. You've been working hard lately. What do you say we let up on

the Learning Activity and dive right into the Learning Practice?

It looks -s though you have the "bull by the horns."

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: R'ad the entire Learning Practice before you start to

work.

1. Obtain three sheets f drawing paper from your instructor.

2. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

* (Remember to space the views properly on the paper. Review

paragraph 101 and Figure 211 on page 95 in your textbook.)

3. Draw with your drafting equipment the front, top and side views

of Figure 1 on page 4. Use the correct orthographic principles

cnDer.

4. Prtplre

the proper

5. l.'c. it FL-1

toxtb,:o-z.

6. Drlw 7.p.

dTvi..!:114

7. Preo,r,

on

,c:
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

8. Look at Figure 228, drawing number 1, on page 104 in your

textbook.

9. Draw the front, side, and top views of the anvil, using your

drafting equipment.

10. Man, you're doing great. You really know how to dig these

task packages. Take your drawings to the instructor for

evaluation.

so
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fre
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UNIT V: ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE 5: HIDDEN SURFACES IN ORTHOGRAPHIC VIEWS

ERERLUISITES: UNITS I, II, IV; UNIT V, TASK PACKAGES 1-3

RATIONALE:

The draftsman frequently has to draw surfaces that are hidden

from view. hie does this in orthographic' projection by using hidden

Lines. Mese lines are :lotted in the drawing and they represent

rfarLs ti,at are not .!L.1 that view. This task package

concerns such hidden lines. You will be able to see the relation-

ship between hidden lines and th, complete three-view representation

of objects in orthographic' projection.

OBJECTIVE:

V I I

82
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2

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review pages 19-21 and Chapter 6, pages 72-86, in Basic

Technical Drawing.

When a visible line and a hidden line coincide, which line would

you show! (Answer this and subsequent questions in the spaces

provided.)

3. Look at Figure 194 on page 83 in your textbook. Study the

Stu.-Iv :ho ar sheet to this task package.

When a c:Id en 117,, a center line coincide, which line would

you show'

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECHONS: Read the entire Learning Practice before starting to work.

1. C5tain four sheets of drawing paper from your instructor.

2. Turn to the page 4 and study the corner lock, problem #6.

,,

I
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

8. Prepare the third sheet o paper using layout "C".

9. Turn to page 104 in your textbook. Study the lo.fatiug fiag;t;

problem wi.

10. Draw the three views of the locating view using the prc.oe:

orthographic technilue.

11. Prepare the fourth sheet of paper using laycut "C-.

12. Tura u' page 10:- in 'cur tex.tbook. St.cd tl-;: opc-,',itLn;;

problem ,?3.

13. Draw three views of Lc, ?perating arm using the pr:7er ct:c-

graphic technique.

14. Wouldn't you like to have a nickel For every Learnin

How about a pat on the back instead? Congrat.'azicn=.!!

completed another one; now take your drawings ::_':

f,r ev:ouation.

/
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UNIT V: ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

TASK PACKAGE #6: INCLINED SURFACES IN ORTHOGRAFIC ?ROJE's:T1,:N

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I, II, IV; UNIT V, TASK F:WKAGES 1-5

RATIONALE:

The draftsman is confronted with var ,s lines, 7c -.._s,

and contours in his daio. activItv. One specs -_z area

draftsman is concerned is that of Incld edzes

planes. The ability these poln:s an-

serve to benefit you in dravini: that have

edges. Study carefully the Learning Activit, anc take

the different illu5tritions that exp:.ain the -,:r.:zecti,.7 ±

inclined edges. Success with this task packa,:e :Az

if you are "inclined" to oroiect" yourself in

03j .:1V.]:

L



2

-1st:IN:NC; ACTTVITY:

Read paces 90 - 98 in Basic Technical Drawing.

Study tne i.1ustrations in Figure 210 on page 94.

st are tr)e three methods for transferring depth dimension?

Study illustrations in Figure 211 on page 95.

n 211 :ow the views are properly spaced on

t:e e.t.:3g sheet.

___..stmt ions in Figure 212 on page 96.

tne mechanical drawing of three

views.

Study th e illustration in Figure 214 on pace 97.

Notice :-.ow the points are projected from one view to the next.

You can see in Figure 214 how from two complete views you can

t'-0 third view.

Anot

N?
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

2. Prepare a sheet of paper using layout "C".

3. Draw three views of the locator, problem rib, on page 104 in

your textbook. Use the proper orthographic principles to

project the inclined edge.

4. Prepare your second sheet of paper using layout "C".

5. Draw three views of the slide problem #8, on page 104 in your

text ise the proper orthographic principles to proieet

the inclined edges.

b. This is a package g,-,rition and you have qualified by coTplet ing

another package. Take your work to the instructor for evaluations.



nI7.- V: ,73.7.W.RAFH:,:

C.:ICAL SURFACE IN ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

7FF:'1E=S7.7.FS: rNif:= 7, 1.7, TV: 1= V, TASK PACKAGES # 1 - 6

planes and hidden

The Y.111 ":-se de-voted to cylindrical

rical objects are

of e.rof7. Uola=, bllt, and

eno=ter daily. The draftsman

s..lrfaces accurately if his drawings

arc tz,

trt cylinders that intersect

r7-

S9
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to project

and draw objects with cylindrical surfaces, using orthographic

projection. Your performance will be evaluated on yiur ability

to include all cylindrical surfaces and in accordance with the

instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 99-102 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Study the illustrations in figure 218 in your textbook.

3. Note carefully the difference between cylindrical, conical

and spherical objects.

4. Study the illustrations in figure 219 on page 99 in your textbook.

5. .See the relationship of the curved edge to the three views in

6. Study the illustrations in fis,:ure 220 on page 100 in ro:,r

textbook.

7. You notice how closely toLlted t),e

are to the illustrntions in figure 219.

8. Study the i11,u;tr:ltion . ilcure 221, Your tF.mC:,o(-:,.

9. Some of the curved rio not gho.-., ntti coT:le Pitt

you notice .hat?

90
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

10. Now study the illustration in Fig. 222 on page 101 in your textbook.

11. Looking at the different cylinders you can see how the size of a

cylinder will affect the way it looks when drawn in orthographic

projection.

12. Do you have any que:;tions? If so, check with your instructor.

He'll be glad to give you assistance.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: ,cad through entire Learni:w Practice before startin^

to work.

ubt,:in two sheets of paper from your instructor.

2. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

3. Turn to page 105 in your textbook. Study the frame guide, problem P7,

4. Draw three views of the frame guide, problem #7 using proper ortho-

graphic principles to project the cylindrical surface:,.

layout "C".

a

5I
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UNIT PACKAGE VI: DIMENSIONS AND NOTES

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I, III, IV, V

RATIONALE:

The draftsman afLer sketchinz or drawing an cOject needs to aud

another element to tho viel,s to help clarify e5talish his ideas.

Size and shape description, or dimensions, is an Important item

contained on a drawfng. The area of dimensions incit:des st:ch ite

as location dimensions, : _Lcs, scecicl instru:lions and k:raftin.):

terms. Incorporated on a drawing you will flr.-; items suo aq arrow-

head leaders, angular dimensions and fillets. T'ne craf:1-:an has to

unify all these items plus the views into a concise, uncerstt able

presentation of his ideas.

can the

1,e

as pritsct-..oc.."

Eon ,T t

..

nacknftes so that you

3.,
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OFjECTIVE.; (cont'd):

1 Ur;e both the alined and the unidirectional :e,ethod of dimensions

to do the followin-::

n. place dimensons.

b. di:.s.ension arcs.

c. dimension contours.

d. dimension curve.

Your performance evaluated on the his of all dimensions

being consistent with fiures 288, ,A9, R9(,), i_95- and 301 in Basic

Technical Drawina. in accordzInce with the inctructor's checklist.

2. Draw correctly arrolheads, leaders, fillers, radii, rounds and

an:ular dimensions 1.=d in draftinr. Your performance will be

72,7,

anC. :

and in actor wi.'

5. Lie :in

dartc

w:th 4n!,trc:or'-

r

a. loctch ' -

tcler'Ince,-

Your ps..rformance : o-

93
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UNIT VI: DIMENSIONS AND NOTES

TASK PACKAGE DIMENSIONS OF OBJECTS

PREREOUISITES: UNITS I, III, IV, V

RATIONALE:

the world around us has shape and size. The desk we sit on,

the vehicle we ride in and even the clothes we wear - all have

sizes. We as draftsmen have to be aware of these sizes. The

war,? size to a draftsman means one thing - dimensions. This

i our topic for this task c,e. The dimensions of a drawing

are as important as the drawing itself, The combination of the

drawing, the dimensions, and the notes is the basis of mechanical

drawing.

40
A drawing by itself may be of little value unless accompanied

by the dimensions to convey the total concept. Each task package

azi oH-ct y,ur ;

t's





2

upon corpletion of this task package you will be able to use both

the aligned and the unidirectional methods of dimensions to do

the

a. place dtrPnsions.

B. dimension arcs.

C. dimension contour.

dimension curves.

will be evnluated on the basis of all dimensions

beine consistent with figures 288, 289, 290, 299, and 301 in

Basic Technical Drawing and in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

ACTIVITY:

-1-chnic',,1 Drawing.

eview t71.%

9 of Baqic,!.

und-slide and fil:Tstrip present.lti:Ins- DC-V1-1,

,--=n,4 F3 :.",1795.

iire 304. 7.ac,, ;34 vr textho:,k.

nost impc-_ant concept of dimenninv, cc.ntours?

301, Ln 132, in or text k.

97
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

6. What is the general rule for the placement of dimensions?

7. Study figure 281 on page 122 in your textbook.

8. This is the correct procedure in dimensioning an object.

9. What is the difference between an extension line and a dimension

line?

10. What are the four types of lines used in dimensioning?

11. What is an important rule to remember when dimensioning with

figures:

12. Name the two methods of dimensioning an object?

13. Look at figure 288, on page 126 in your textbook.

14. Notice closeiy the four methods of dimensionirlg arcs.

15. Look at figure 295, on page i2 your ,.(xtook.

16. Notice that the cylindrical objects arc di-n using just

two views.

17. Remember that in diT-t..n-,i)ning `o-lit all then marks.

18. study :he ro:, oa :-nge 5 in

packpu.

19. Aren't you glad la2y vs s;- Yoll've

finished another 1,e

instructor.

.2%,,rrisco yrur to the
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read the complete Learning Practice before starting to

work.

1. Obtain two sheets of drawing paper from your instructor.

2. Drawing the clamp block:

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Turn to page 106 in your textbook and study Figure 230,

problem #1.

c. Draw two views of the clamp block using orthographic

principles.

d. Dimension both views of the clamp block using the

unidirectional method.

e. Remember your alphabet of lines.

3. Drawing the clamp plate:

a. Prepare the second sheet of paper using layout "C".

preblem -'2 in Figure 230.

c. Draw two views of the clamp plate usin,-, orthographic principle...

. d. Dimension both views of the clamp plate using the

method.

4. Nice guys always finish! You did. Take your work to the instructor

for evaluation.

5. Go after the next t.,:sk 1.1ckage the way Silf.):Ty goes after the Red

Baron.

953
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The following are the basic rules to use when dimensioning:

1. Dimensions must be read from the bottom or from the right
hand side of drawing.

2. When possible, place dimensions between two views. The
dimension can be used for both views.

3. Use the outline view for indicating the size of most parts
of an object.

4. Place the smaller dimensions nearer to the view (but never
closer than 1/4"). Place larger dimensions on the outside.

5. You may dimension on the left side and at the bottom of a

drawing when it is necessary.

6. You may dimension on the drawing if it adds to the clarity
of the dimensioning.

7. Dimension to a hidden edge (or line) only when dimensioning
cylinders.

8. Indicate the overall length, height and thickness of a
rectangular object.,

9. When an object has rounded ends, indicate the distance
between the centers. Do not give the overall lengths.

10. When an object has one rounded end, locate the ,...enter line of
,., -., .'l !f-t1,.

11. Do not repeat a cimens

12. Never letter a numera! on a center line. StA.o.rr the 7nrih,

when necessary.

10 (1
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UNIT VI: DIMENSIONS AND NOTES

TASK PACKAGE 2: ARROWHEADS, LEADERS, FILLETS, RADII, ROUNDS, AND ANGULAR

DIMENSIONS

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I, II, IV, V; UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

Yhe workman is no longer concerned with the design and engineer-

ing of the part, but is only interested in the proper execution of

drawing instructions. Good dimensioning, then, is extremely impor-

tant. Without complete dimensioning, the relationships of parts

and drawings would be impossible. Well-formed figures and correct

use of leaders and arrowheads add to the professionalism of a

drawing. The correct dimensioning techniques help the tradesman

understand more clearly what you are trying to say in your graphic

language. Completing this package successfully will aid you in
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to draw

correctly arrowheads, leaders, fillets, radii, rounds, and angular

dimensions used in drafting. Your performance will be evaluated

on the basis of your adherence to figures 282, 283, 286, 287, and

305, pages 123-134 in Basic Technical Drawin& and in accordance with

the instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 125-126, 130-139 in chapter 9 of Basic Technical

Drawing.

2. Study figure 283 on page 123 in your textbook.

3. Notice the correct method of drawing an arrowhead.

4. Study figure 287 on page 126 in your textbook.

3. Do you know the d i:renze ',:efweEn a iifiet ane a -oun

Look at figure 288 (e) on pase 125.

6. See the leader pointing to tile inside arc. :s: is Ltside ar,

is callfA a fillet. Fetr,PrIber inside arcs are fti:tt-s ---

just think on the Inside - ycu "till it,-

7. Rounds are arcs that are (or-led or, t:; r? wf;en two edges

meet. Look ar. figure 286 ;2', in y-ff twzrhook.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

8. Look at Figure 291 on page 127 in your textbook.

9. Review pages 124 through 127. Study the figures.

10. Congratulations, baby! You have overcome another Learning

Activi. Check with your instructor; he may want to bend your

ear.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read the Learning Practice completely before starting

to work.

Obtain two sheets of paper from your instructor.

i. Drawing the dovetail finger:

a. Prepare your sheet using layout "C".

b. Study figure 242, the dovetail finger, on page 109 in your

textbook.

c. Draw three views of the dovetail finger using proper

nroiection.

d. Diirension the views of the dovetail fin` -'t using the k, t

drac Ling techniques ind the

3. Drawirg the packing gland:

a. Prepare your using, tr,yout

h. figut, ?-)9. h!kl o I: 3,r

10,lhook.

C. Draw two view' Sri th- pACki.1,4 cr!

1 03
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

principles.

d. Dimension both views of the packing gland using correct

dimensioning techniques and the aligned method.

4. Can you believe you did this whole Learning Package? Well,

you did!, GiV2 your work to the instructor so he can evaluate

it.

104
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UNI- Vi: DIMENSIONS AND NOTES

TASK PACKAGE ';3: NOTES SPECIAL. INSTRUCTION AND DRAFTING ik:iz

RELATED TO DEMENSIONS

PRERLQUIS[TES: wars

MTIONALE:

UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGES el &

Ail aboard! Tral.n DC-VI-3 is a short train but read-

chu;., along on a short trip.

The draftsman makes his language: as short and to the point. a;

7oElsihle. He thel:efore uses short notations to further explain a

point of interest on a drawing. We said before that not only are :nq

sizes important but also the notes used create easier understanding,

Notes represent ideas in the graphical language of the drattsman.

You will have to understand certain common or basic: terms th,1

are related to the drafting field. Some of these terms are lister'.

t,arr, or

Chcse are used in dimensioning views of an c,b;ezt.

thit "Ulu! and tide uni: {:firor no ;ran
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OBJECTIVE:

1
Upon completion of this task package you will he able to use, in

dimensionin9 an object, notes,special instructions and drafting

terms. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEA1INGACTIVITY:

Read chapter 9, pages 122 - 140, in Basic Technical Drawing.

Study figure 286 en page 125 in your textbook.

::bat is a finish mark:

4. Where is a finish mark shown on a

5. How should notes be lettered on the drawing sheet?
__________

307 on i'36 In you 1.-ex'il,ok,

7. _ gores 282,

8. re 307 r :16 1, Ch. ,r

3'.); in Chapt.fr your x'

tit cIf t It

,

III, t;!,

tOG
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

10. Turn to page 339 in your textbook. This is a glossary of

drafting terms. You will encounter some of these terms wnen

dimensioning objects.

11. Using the glossary in the back of your textbook define the

term countc_rbore.

12. Define the term spotface.

13. tLe term countersink.

14. You have overcome another Learning Activity!! Take your answers

to the instructor.

IlAtElYYRftc11-g)

DIRECTIONS: Read through this entire package before starting to

1. Obtalu two sheets of dr:hini paper from you; insr.uczcr.

2. Drawing the Roller Rest Br ;u

2repare your paper u Invopa.

h. Turn to tlac.: ill !"

threp

1 01
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17-411NING PRACTICE (cont'd):

d. Dimension the three views of the Roller Rest Bracket using

dimensioning techniques.

Drying the tailstock clamp:

your paper using layout "C".

Turn to page 1C7 in your textbook. Study the tailstock

clamp, Figure 231, problem #2.

Draw three views of the tailstock clamp using orthographic

rc

n _t_ri tne three views of the tailstock clamp using

dimensioning techniques.

a packet learned is a packet earned and you've earned

this one. Take your drawings to the instructor for evaluation.

Draftsmen have always made more money than draft horses.
_

108
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UNIT VI: DIMENSIONS AND NOTES

TASK PACKAGE 4: LOCATION DLMENSIO TOLERANCES BETWEEN
MATING SURFACES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I - V; UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGES 1 - 3

RATIONALE:

Good afternoon! Taxi DC-VI-4 is ready to take you on a tour to

the location dimensions of holes. As a draftsman you ne. to know the

per d for locating holes on an object when you are drawing.

The correct method of dimensioning improves the understanding between

draftsman and the workman. The proper techniques throughout the

area of drafting help create a :letter form of interchangeability for

industry. Be successful in this last task package of Unit VI and

"locate" the Learning Activity.

03jECTIVE:

4 '` this ta..-F,k package you will be able to dimension;

,eels using the following:

:olerances betweer surfaces.

:ou: ,rter7,:ace will bt ,%Iluated on the basis 01 vour adherence

:o figures :11, -98. and _ t,n pages 130 - 131 in Basic Technical.

1 1)_awin ' in Instructor
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review chapter 9 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. The show today is sound-slide presentation DC-VI-4.

3. Study pages 5-7 in the task package.

4. What is the difference in diameter between a hole and a shaft

called?

5. What is the difference between the maximum and minimum

dimensions?

6. What are the two things that dimensioning must do?

7. On page 7 of this package notice the different ways of locating

dimensions for holes.

8. What does interchangeable manufacturing mean?

tl,e term lerition'dimension

10. Study figure 297 and 298 on page 130 in your textbook.

11. Did you note the three ways they located htfie:; :bout. at ,ow,ofl

center in figure 298'? What are they?

12. No one knows what he can do till he tries. 1;ivc yoitr An,w,r

to the instructor and tot's try a LearniN



PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read through the entire Learning Practice before

starting to work.

Obtain h,.ee sheets of paper from your instructor.

71r=win:, the cutter holder.

:-,.epare your paper using layout "C".

the cutter holder shoe, figure 234, on page 108 in

your textbook.

c. Draw three views of the cutter holder shoe using ortho-

arap:dc principles.

Dim arts ion

3

three views of the cutter holder shoe using the

correct dimensioning procedures.

ck jaw blank.

a. Prepare your second sheet of paper using layout "C".

Study the chuck jaw blank, figure 251, page 111 in your

textbook.

= the (nuck 1 ank using orthos;ravi

prim Lulea.

chuck blank using the ,')i-re(t dimow,ioniwg

pr,)cedures.

l,111t forge: the correct wo\ to show the drilied holes.

1 1
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

4. Draw the bearing cap.

a. Prepare your third sheet of paper using layout "C".

b. Study the bearing cap, figure 267, page 114 in your

textbook.

c. Draw three views of the bearing cap using orthographic

d. Dimension the bearing cap using the correct drafting

techniques.

5. Take a bow. You've finished another task package!! Take

tour work to the instructor for evaluation.
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The complexity of present day manufacturing requires the

interchangeability aim duplication of parts on such a vast scale

that it would be an impossible task, without some kind of system.

Limits of accuracy must then become part of this system. As you

begin to understand the problems of interchangeable parts, the

term accuracy becomes a relative thing. Perfectness or absolute

accuracy is impossible. However, if a system is used that can

control various sizes and fits, the goal of mass-production of

interchangeable parts can be realized.

Three words you must understand regarding the dimensioning of

mechanical parts are: 1) Allowance, 2) Limits, and 3) Tolerance.

In dimensioning the difference in the diameter between a hole in

the workpiece or part, and a shaft, for example, the amount of

variance taken from compiled tables and the results of tests,

would be the size allowance. The degree of accuracy required is

specified by means of limits which show the amount over or under the

,fb.;ohlLe i5 :4111 .111tw

to fit. Tolerance is defined as the sum of the limits over o..0, r

the absolute size - or the difference betweel the max:mum md

minimum dimensions allowed.

Limits should not be given for dimor.,ion:- on

UnOCCet-:SitrV or unreasonab le a(a ur.tcy der: ,.n 1,, , t

manufacturing, but increases Cle cost_ of t:01111.t ,1 16
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Size and Location Dimensions

There are two things that dimensioning must do. First: dimensioning
must give the size of every part of the object. Second dimen,,ioning
must give the exact location of every part ol the object.

SIZE DIMENSIONS

'A,

LOCATION DIMENSIONS COMPLETE DIMENSIONING

0/
cli / ...4

/ I,

. , .
,..../\

N

\
13 i

V-/ "
1

\ ' ia - ,/
1

i

L.*
---i1 ii

i

r b)

a. The length and height of the surface must be given.
The size of the hole must be given.

b. The location of the center of the hole must be given by use
of two dimensions.

c. Five dimensions are needed to describe this surface.

Examples of Size and Location Dimensions

51: t t.); M 1 W-110 W;

1

l'

.4)

1

LO(A1101,1 DIMJ.N5{011(l) (OfiWtH;

r. 4 1,4

I ( 1( 41 1 MAI (

1(.21
te

It

r

t4/11

fl1)
0

114
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\

3

1")

Tolerance arn.ensi-ons

let,

The dimensiiins which must be- precise are identified by giving the
maximum and minimum sizes. The maximum size is called the "upperlimit" and the minimum size is called the "lower limit."

Note: The tolerance on a dimension is the amount of variation per-

When external parts arc dimensioned with tolerance specified asthe upper limit- the dimension is placed above the dimension line
When internal parts (diameters of hol: etc. ) are

dimensioned with tole rAnce dimensions, the tower ahoythe dimension line.

Figure 4

7

11 5
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UNIT PACKAGE VII: SECTIONS

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I-VI

RATIONALE:

The draftsman may find that some items he draws are compli-

cated on the inside. He, therefore, has to use some method to

more fully clarify his representations. This unit will help you

develop the skills necessary to section an object correctly, using

the various methods that are available to the draftsman. The

draftsman needs to have these skills so that he may perform his

job more competently. Don't ].et yourself be pulled apart in

sections; pull yourself together so that you can accomplish the

Ot14P,tivPs of this unit.

OBJECTIVE:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of this ,t e you will be able to idontify

section drawings and n.,,f,h1; sylid)ols and draw objects

in section, using the -:11-(-t, ,niques as outlined in your

textbook.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Given a set of illustrations:

a. identify and record all the section and assembly section symbols

covered in this task package.

b. define, in writing, section and cutting plane lines and

section views.

Your performance will be evaluated on the basis of a test on

which you will have to list all the types of sections and

assembly section symbols and define these types of section lines.

:: 1 -*;on view indicated:

a. view in full section.

b. view in half section.

c. view using offset r:ctJoning.

d. assembly section.

Your performance will he evall::::ed on the basis of figures

380-384 in Basic Tecl.n:c.12 1-p:-:!wim4 and in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

3. Section an object and draw t',e view indicated:

a. view using offset st_.1j4;.

b. view using revolved sectioning.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

c. rib, lug or web in section.

d. view using removed sectioning.

e. conventional breaks of round and tubular material.

Your performance will be evaluated on the basis of figures 385-395

and 396-399 in Basic Technical Drawing, and in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

In order to complete this unit successfully you should begin

your work on task package 1, and then as a suggestion, proceed to

complete each task package in order, until you have finished each

package in this unit. In the packages you will be asked to view

a :.:OU11,1-,.J.IL pr: icstions, and perform

some practical exercises. The n1,7:ber and names of the t3sr

packages included in this unit are as follows:

TASK PACKAGE 1: IDENTIFICATION OF SECTION DRAWING AND
ASSEMnY SECTION SYMBOLS.

TASK PA:KAGE 2: FULL, HALF' AND ASSEMBLY SECTIONS.

TASK PACKAGE 3: ADDITIONAL SECTIONING .Z:.:ThODS.

If you should feei coniint cnough to :-ass a compzehensive test

at this Lime, contact your .:,IlucLor. sould feel y-PJ

are not ready to be tested, beLiq, your work as outlined above.

ilq
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UNIT VII: SECTIONS

TASK PACKAGE: IDENTIFICATION OF SECTION DRAWINGS AND ASSEMBLY SECTION SYMBOLS

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I-VI

RATIONALE:

The draftsman frequently finds it difficult to represent clearly

the inside shape of an object by means of hidden lines on the three

principal views. To make the shape description of the inside of an

object easily understandable, an inside view is often used. This

inside view, which is called a sectional view or "section," may take

the place of one of the three principal views or it may be an addi-

tional view.

The different materials that are used in the manufacturing of

machine parts have a code or symbol to represent the material on a

section drawing. The draftsman needs to know these symbols so that

-..t1,12. ni.v. ":: v.., canne do gre0t things, do small thimzs

in a great way"; start with this task package.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to, given a

set of illustrations:

a. identify and record all of the section and assembly section

symbols covered in this task package.

b. define in writing, section and cutting plane lines and section

views.

Your performance will be evaluated on the basis of a test where

you will have to list all the types of section and assembly section

symbols and define the three types of section lines.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 164 - 173 and study figure 522 on page 239 in

Basic Technical Drawing.

1:vvIi2w -,)und-lido aresentation DC-VII-1 and filmstrip FS 691796.

3. Study figure 380 on page 164 in your textbook.

4. What is a cutting plane line?

5. Study figure 381 on page 165 in your textbook.

6. Study figure 382 on page 165 in your tetbook.

7. Study figure 383 on page 166 in your textbo)k.

8. Study figure 385 on page 167 in your textbook.

9. Study page 4 in this task package.



LEKRNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

In-v. what is a section line?

3

Ii. Grim and bear ir. Nothing lasts forever. Take your answers

the instructor.

LEARNING ?RAC I

DIRCTIONS: Read through the entire package before starting to work.

Identify the materials in section, seen in Part I on page 5 of

this task rtaclage. Write your answer in the space provided.

iae the terms in Part II on page 5 of this task package. Use

the space provided to write the definition.

h=aled over this hurdle and scored another victory for progress.

122
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CUTTING PLANES

Two forms of the cutting plane are shown below. These lines are used

for indicating the point from which a sectional view is ibtained.

ire (A) shows the style that has been in use for many years, while

CS), being composed of shcct dashes having the advantage of showing

clearer manner on parts of a more complicated nature. Note the

accel_able dimensions of the dash length and spacing in both illustra-

tions. Careless execution of the cutting plane, as well as any other

drafting lines could lead to costly errors.

f _
A

(a)

t-- ht:arrnox

A

A

(b) 14* '1APP'144'
A

1 23
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DEFINE THE FOLLOWING:

1. Section lines

5

I. Cutting plane line

3. Section view

FILL IN THE APPROPRIATE BLANK:

Li1 6----

67A--.1i

3
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UNIT VII: SECTIONS

TASK PACKAGE # 2: FULL, HALF AND ASSEMBLY SECTIONS

PREhEOUISITES: UNITS.1 - VI; UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE It 1

Good afternoon! Submarine DC-VII-2 sails immediately and

reaz:y to take you.on a trip below the surface of objects.

's adventure will cover three of the various

section thods you can use to show an object: the full

section, half section and the assembly section. These three

types ot sections are important. These views will show

the information you need to know about an object to manufacture

A section or sectional view is obtained by theoretically

ring away part of an object to show the shape and construction

b cutting plane.

,.,w matcfial will 1.e used in the

c=struction of the part. ",lard work will bring another task pac-1.; v,e

-- so get to sectioning".
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to section

an object and draw, the section view indicated:

a. A view in full section

b. A view in half section

c. A view using offset sectioning

d. An assembly section

Your performance will be evaluated on the basis of figures

380-384 in Basic Technical Drawing and in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

I.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review chapter 11 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Read pages 238-240 in Basic Technical Drawing.

3. Review tbo sound-slide presentation DC-VII-2.

4. Study figure 524 on page 240 in your textbook.

S. Study figure 580 on page 164 in your textbook.

6. Look carefully at part (d) of figure 380. Notice the two

views of the object.

7. Study figure 384 on page 166 in your textbook.

.

I26
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

8. Look carefully at part (c) of figure 384. Notice the two views

of the object. Did you see the cutting plane line in the top

view?

9. in a half section, when you section, how much of the object do

you actually remove?

10. Remember a long trip is started with just one step. You've

taken that one step by finishing this Learning Activity. Take

your answers to the instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read through the entire Learning Practice before

starting to work.

1. Obtain two sheets of drawing paper from your instructor.

2. Draw the guard block.

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

iti, Lo, :y iho 8utrd 1,1041 , fto'o 402, on pap 179 in your

textbook.

c. Remember to space your views properly. Draw the top view of

the guard block.

d. Draw sectional views A-A and B-ii in full section of the guard

block.

e. Dimension the views of the guard block using the correct

dimensioning techniques.

12'
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

3. Draw the packing gland.

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C."

b. Study the packing gland, figure 410 on page 179 in your

textbook.

c. Remember to space your views properly. Draw the front

view of the packing gland.

d. Draw the right side view in half section.

e. Dimension the views of the packing gland, using the correct

dimensioning techniques.

4. Turn to page 5 in this task package. Use the appropriate

section symbols and finish sectioning the roller wheel assembly.

Smile, and the whole world smiles with you!
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UNIT VII: SECTIONS

TASK PACKAGE #3: ADDITIONAL SECTIONING METHODS

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I - VI; UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1 - 2

RATIONALE:

There are many applications of section drawings in conjunction

with other views of objects in providing additional parts

description. The types of sections discussed in this task package

are for the most part directly related to or drawn as part of the

existing view of the object. They provide a clearer understanding

of the inside of an object. The draftsman uses these types of

sections to enhance his graphic language. So, get in the groove

and "revolve" around this new task package.

la°
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OBJECTIVE:

L

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to section

an object and draw the view indicated:

I. A view using offset sectioning.

2. A view using revolved sectioning.

3. A rib lug, or web in section.

4. A view using removed sectioning.

5. Conventional breaks of round and tubular material.

Your performance will be evaluated on the basis of figures 385-395

and 396-399 in Basic Technical Drawing and in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review chapter 11 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Review sound-slide presentation DC-VII-3.

3. Study Ligure 39U on page 169 in your textbook. Look at C.

Notice how the offset is not shown in the scctionul

4. Study figures 391, 192, Ind 394 on pogo 1,0-171 in your

textbook.

5. What, is the dIfference between a t,olid web and a spoke in

sectioning?____
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

6. Study figure 393 on page 171 in your textbook.

7. Notice how the spokes are revolved to clarify the sectioned

view.

8. Study figures 396-399 on page 172 in your textbook.

9. Look carefully at how the breaks for the solid shaft and the

tubing are made.

10. Study figure 386 on page 167 in your textbook.

11. Study figures 387-389 on pages 168-169 in your textbook.

12. What is a removed section?

13. What is an offset section?

14. What is a revolved section?

15. Be it ever so humble, there's nothing like finishing a new

Learniij Activity. "Hang five, baby" -- onto your answers, that

is, while taking them to your instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read the entire Learning Practice before starting to

work.

I. Obtain six sheets of drawing paper from your instructor.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

2. Draw the holder base:

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C"

b. Study figure 406, problem 4, on page 177 in your textbook.

c. Draw the top and right side views of the holder base as

shown in the illustration.

d. Draw an offset section of the front view of the holder base.

e. Dimension the views using the proper techniques.

3. Draw the wrench:

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Study the wrench, figure 416, page 180 in your textbook.

c. Draw the front view of the wrench with a revolved section

of the handle.

d. Draw a partial top view showing the wrench head.

e. Dimension the views using the proper techniques.

4. Draw the bearing:

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Study the bearing, figure 415, on page 180 in your tem:;)ock.

c. Draw the front view of the hearing.

d. Draw a full section of the right side of the bearing.

c. Dimension the bearing, tiqing the proper tethnigut.

5. Draw the handwheel:

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

b. Study the handwheel, figure 554-2 on page 258 in your textbook.

c. Draw the front view showing a revolved section of a spoke.

d. Draw a right side view in full sections.

e. Dimension all the views using the correct techniques.

6. Draw the shaft bracket:

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Study the shaft bracket, figure 344 on page 158 in your

textbook.

c. Draw the front view of the shaft bracket.

d. Draw a right side view in full section.

e. Dimension all views using correct technique.

7. Draw the guide bar:

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Study the guide bar figure 551 (#4), on page 256 in your textbook.

c. Draw one view of the object, breaking it in the middle, using

the conventional break symbol for ;1 solid shaft.

d. Do not draw the thre.ids on tho ends. Draw the ends,

smooth.

e. Dimension the guide bar using correct technique.

8. Can you believe you did this whole thing? You did!

Congratulations! lake your drawings to the iustruelor 101

evaluation.
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UNIT VIII: AUXILIARY VIEWS

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I-VI

R_IluNALE:

The draftsman needs to have available to him knowledge of

views. The draftsman may encounter some objects that contain

si-faces which do not lend themselves to proper representation when

;rotted orthographicalay. When a draftsman finds a problem such

as this he has to revert to some means of further explaining his ideas.

The auxiliary views give any additional information you may need for

a and shape description. You may find you cannot complete the

necessary orthographic view without first drawing an auxiliary or

nartial auxiliary view. Let this unit serve as an auxiliary element

CSJI=TIVES:

;4=Sral:

letion of tnis unit package you will be able to collstruct

77i7.ary partlai auxiliary views, and you will be able tJ) construct

symm-i:al, asymmetrical, and curved planes using auxilinry views.

::=letion of the task packages for this snit, you 1:111 be abae
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OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

1. Construct correctly a primary auxiliary view. Your performance

will he evaluated on the basis of figures 421-242 on pages 181-183

in Basic Technical Drawing and in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

2. Construct a partial auxiliary view correctly. Your performance

will be evaluated on the basis of figure 430 on page 186 in Basic

Technical Drawing and in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

3. Construct auxiliary views of objectives that have the following

conditions:

a. object that has symmetrical planes.

h. object that has asymmetrical planes.

c. object that has curved surfaces.

w...11 be evaluated on the bases of figures 429

and ==31 on pages 185-186 in Basic Technical Dr&ving and

accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEA.RNINC: ACTIVITY:

In order to cc-plete this unit successfully you should begin

your work on Task Package 1, and then as a suggestion proceed to

cc7plete eacr task package in order until you have finish0 each

pack ge in t,lis unit. In the packages you will be asked view a

scum: -slide presentation, read and answer questions, and perform

sane practical exercises. The number and names of the task packages
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

included in this unit are as follows.

TASK PACKAGE 1. CONSTRUCTION OF PRIMARY AUXILIARY VIEWS

TASK PACKAGE 2: CONSTRUCTING PARTIAL AUXILIARY VIEW

TASK PACKAGE 3: AUXILIARY VIEWS WITH SYMMETRICAL, ASYMMETRICAL

'ND CURVED SURFACES

If you should fee., confident enough to pass a comprehensive test

at this time, contact your instructor. However, should you feel you

are not ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined above.



PAL:KAG.7. 1: CO.;STRUCTIOX OF PRIM RV AUXILIARY VIL1':S

L.NITS 1 - VI

:..f:rhoon! Are you ready to rev up? Auxiliary views

are views :a:sea fror a different direction, which supplement tue

in rare clearly the rel shape o the object.

:ne presence of this special view on a drawing makes it

=neeessary t^ th-aw one of the three principal views for a complete

e :rintion of the ()fleet. Auxiliary is ,7! term whicn means

auxiliary view nelos to show the true size and shape of

" ;ever nut off till tomorrow what you can doin a task

.7%Icknre tuav.."

F.J_CTIVE:

vou 1.)10 to coo!,t

v'ew. Your ;Iorfclr,:n:ife.

21 - 4::4 on 1-.1,-es 161 - in

:n :cc-ord.-Ince v the in-;tructfh
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 181-134 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. The double feature for today is sound-slide presentation

DC-VIII-1 and filmstrip FS 691793.

3. Study figures 420 and 421 on page 181 in your textbook.

4. What makes the regular views unclear as to how the object looks?

5. How do we obtain a true-size view of an inclined face?

6. Name the three ordinary auxiliary views.

7. Study figures 422-424 on pages 182-183.

8. Note the steps in drawing a front auxiliary view.

9. The reference line is drawn at how many degrees from the object

line in figure 424-4?

10. You have overcome this Learning Activity. Take your answers to

the instructor.

LEARNING PRACIIr!

DMCTIONS: Read the entire Lernif Practice before starting to wo:I.

1. Obtain a sheet of paper from your instructor.

2. Drw the hearing.

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Study the bearing, figure 440, on page H2 in your textbook.

140
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

c. Draw the top and an auxiliary view of the bearing.

Remember to space and center your views on the page

neatly.

3. craw the dovetail clip.

a. Turn to page 4 in this task package.

b. Follow the directions at the top of page 4

c. Use the center lines that are already drawn.

d. i)o not dimension.

4. Good show!!! Take your drawings to the instructor for

evaluation.

1 4.1



I.

Draw the necessary views -, sire) to show the true
ant!led slot surface of the dovetail chp. Place the
views as indicated.

I

142
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UNIT VIII: AUXII7,-Y VIEWS

TASK PACKAGE 2: CONSTRUCTING PARTIAL AUXILIARY VIEWS

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I - VI; UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE I

RATIONALE:

Good morning! This is station DC-VIII-2 signing on the air!

It had been reported that a draftsman encountered a situation where

he couldn't complete the view of an orthographic projection. lo

remedy this situation he had to construct a partial auxiliary view

order to find the true length of the lines he needed to

further complete the views of the orthographic projection.

Now you can begin to see how one area of drafting links closely

with another as we progress deeper into the field. You are creating

building blocks of learning that will enable you to reach your final

goal. After having been in drafting for a while, you'll find you

"1,,""firtl" to it.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will i,x db)c' con-:truct

a rirtial auxiliary view correct;y. Your per,;;;,anco w!l! he

ev1 red on t has o I gore 4 30 on pnv,e I I iiau is Te i;;: c.,1!

Drafting and in ,Iccordanci with toe instructor',. check iir

43
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 184-187 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Study figure 430 on page 186 in your textbook.

3. Why is it called a partial view?

4. Study figure 431 on page 186 in your textbook.

5. How are hidden lines handled in auxiliary views?

6. You're breezing along!! Take your answers to the instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read the entire Learning_Practice before starting

to work.

1. Obtain two sheets of paper from your instructor.

2. Draw the flanged 45° elbow.

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C."

b. Study the flanged 45° elbow, figure 438-2, on page 190 in

vot:r textbook.

Draw a front view of the flanged 45° elbm as shown

figure 438-2 on page 190 in your textbook.

d. Draw r partial auxilian view of elbow.

Draw .t partial view 01 the lett side 01 till elbow.

i. Diiaension the views u:-.1pg correct pro. .(!or. .

:144
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

3. Draw the angle bearing.

a. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

b. Study the angle bearing, figure 438-4, on page 190 in

your textbook.

c. Draw a front and side view of the angle bearing.

d. Draw a partial auxiliary view of the angle bearing.

e. Dimension the views using the correct procedure.

4. "Time as he grows older teaches many task packages", and

you've spent your time well on this one. Take your drawings

to the instructor for evaluation.

1 4 7:i
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will' VIII: AUXILIARY VIEWS

TASK PACKAGL ;i3: AUXILIARY VIEWS WITH SYMMETRICAL, ASYnaTRICAL

AND CURVED SURFACES

PRDIEQUISIlLS: UNLS I - VI: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES 1 - 2

RATIONALE:

Are you ready to deal with some interesting shapes? Well,

shapes are the concern of this task package. hope you like these

shapes.

Auxiliary views with curved, symmetrical and asymmetrical surfac,s

vre encountered by the draftsman. He needs to know the techniques of

projecting these different shapes found in auxiliary views. These

techniques also help in the construction of the principal ortho-

graphic view. You should be able to accomplish a drawing task with

confidence. This last task package in this unit completes a series

of skills you have obtained. Congratulations on your accompiHaments,

144
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OBJECTIVE:

Unon completion of tnis task package you win_ be able to

construct auxiliary views of objects that nave the following

conditions:

a. an object that has symmetrical planes.

h. an object that has asymmetrical planes.

c. an object that has curved surfaces.

Your per(ormdnce will be evaluated on the basis of figures

429 - 431 on pages 185 - 186 in Basic Technical orawing and

in accordance with the instructor's check list.

LLARi4ING ACTIVITY:

1. Review Chapter 12 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2. Study figures 428 and 429 on page 185 in your textbook.

3. Note how a partial auxiliary view and one of the regular views

to project, Olt_ o: sue princ;1at

4. Y:ndy !:ignre 427 on page in your texti,00K.

. Proceed at your own pace. the Lincoln did. Loec... with ,on

ineArni-Lor before_ stirting the Learain,' Pr ire, \s:. For

six shcc:ts of dr.twing paper.

147
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LEnNIX 11:ZACTICL:

DIM1TONS: Read through the entire Learning Practice

before starting to work.

1. Draw a symmetrical object.

A. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

B. Study figure 436, problem #22, on page 1d8 in your textbook.

C. Draw the front and right side view of problem e22.

D. Draw a partial auxiliary of the inclined surface.

E. )o not dimension.

Draw a second symmetrical object.

A. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

B. Stuuy figure 434, problem 123, page 188 in your textbook.

C. Draw the front and right side view of problem #23.

D. Draw a partial auxiliary of the inclined surface.

E. Dimension the views using the correct procedures.

3. Draw an asymmetrical object.

!:Ludv fi?,ure 43, nrnl,iem 17, o.1 p.-11,, . ,it ,ur t,:c,..loil

C. 'rats the front and ri'llt side of ,r. ,r;

!;. )!.w 1 .111-t:al .1111.iliary of the in, L., !.lc,-,

I.. o not. t'.°',`:' AIL'.,.

I 4.9
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LLAPNII,J: PrACtiCi., (conr'd):

4. brow a second asymmetrical object.

A. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

li. Study figure 436, pruLlem 1,24, on page it your

textbook.

L. Araw front And rigat side view of Droblem u24.

dray a partial auxiliary view of tit( ,urfn(e.

)imension (nrreet techniques.

5. Draw an object with curved surfaces.

A. Prepare your paper using layout "C".

S. Study figure rob ten 1 27, on page 136 la ..7,)nr

textbook.

C. i)raw a front and right side view of problem '27.

Draw a partial auxiliary view of nie curved suri.lce.

do not dimension.

6. Oraw a second object with curved surfaces.

1
1.(21.

d. .'..t ucy I ?. j,T, to :1 on 7 ,

tuxlboo::.

ornw P:).1

O. ilr:r.T p:rt1.11

11;. r (2(.. t t i h ;,(

7. yqoit: 'rt.; i.

anotoer Learnin- PrIctico.

f or ev 1 Ita L. (IP..

Take e
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DC-IX

UNIT PACKAGE IX.: ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I-VII

-A7 kLE:

The draftsman may find that at time during his career

he will be called upon to draw a floor plan and elevations.

To perform a function such as this he needs to be knowledgeable

the use of the symbols and the terminology of producing

su-n architectural drawings. The skills you can develop from

the completion of this unit will help you develop the floor

plan and elevations that an architectural draftsman has to

draw. The correct use and implementation of the symbols and

;cr drawing must be adhered to, because you don't want

yo:ir iJ as.

C15.1:CTI

C.encral:

conpIctfcn thia unit package you will 5e able to identify

and dra: t-e ::asic symbols used in architectural drawing- and

,levelep and draw a floor 7.Ian with the required elevations.
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DC-1X 2

OBJECTIVES (cont'd) :

Specific:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Correctly name in writing, from illustrations, all the

architectural symbols shown in this package and in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

2. Given a set of specifications, do the following:

a. Select the proper room size for a floor plan from a chart.

b. Draw a preliminary sketch and final floor ^Lan.

c. Properly dimension architectural drawings.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

"rt' -1,r,rklist.

3. Ident'Jy, by listing in writing from illustrations, ,ai=ere-::.:

styles and types of common roofs found in architecture:'. 1-a-n7c-

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with tl..e

instructor's checklist.

4. Draw correctly four elevations from the flo,)r plan in it IX-2.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with vvur

instructor's checklist.

IS2
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

3

In order to complete this unit successfully you should begin

your work on Task Package 1, and then as a suggestion proceed to

complete each task package in order until you have finished each

package in this unit. In the packages you will be asked to view

a scund-slide presentation, read and answer questions, and perform

some practical exercises. The number and names of the task packages

included in this unit are as follows.

:ASK PACKAGE 1: IDENTIFICATION OF ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOLS

TASK PACKAGE 2: FLOCR PLANS AND ROOM SIZES

TASK PACKAGE 3: DRAWING ELEVATIONS ANI -DENTIFYING

ES OF ROOFS

should feel confident anouRh to pass a comprehensive test

ini-,tructor. However, shot.ii,1 you f

_ester, ben your work as outlined above.

I Sa
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UNIT IN: ARCII1TLCTURAL DRAFTING

TASK PACKAGE I: IDLNTIFICATIOI, OF ARCHITECTURAL SYMLS

PREFEQUISITES: UNITS 1 --VIII

RATIONA,E:

Do you know that the architectural draftsman has his own

lingo that is a graphic language? he uses symbols to represent

objects on his drawing;:;. If he were to draw the objects as they

actually are, or were to use notes on his paper; the workman

would be so confused he could not understand the draftsman's

ideas. The draftsman has to know the meaning of these symbols

of his graphic language and how to apply them in ois daily tasks.

The symbols serve as a type of shorthand for the architectural

draftsman. Your success with this task package can be a "symbol"

of your achievement.

OBJECTIVE:

'upon completion ci

name in writing, fr,.)::

symbols :shown thh,
=

t V:. i:,; C(1 t ok' 1..t` OS 1",! 11W 11 '

a(cord.inrc uifit toe !1, -;,, I i

S3



LEARNING ACTIViTY:

1. Read pages 334 through 338 in Mechanical Drawing, by French and

Svenson.

2. Read pages 169 through 172 in Architecture Drafting and Design

by Hepler and Wallach.

3. Study figure 21-26d on page 336 in Mechanical Drawing.

4, that three types of wood section symbols are found in this

figure?

5. What three types of brick section svmb 'ils ,.re found in this

figure?

6. Study page 6 in this task package and figure 21-27 on page 337

in Mechanical Drawing.

7. Look at the section entitled Convenience Outlets. Do you know

what these symbols represent? They represent wall plug-ins.

8. Look at the section entitled Switch Outlets. These symbols

represent the different switches that turn lights on and off.

?4-inle them:

10. Look at page 6 f_r,

in Meci ical

12.

A

The symbols .1 7n,, rn -,

isrII,:t1111 ,I!,c's1

:he :.-cv_,;_no.2tor

.

I SS



DC-IX-1 3

LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read the entire Learning Practice before starting

to work.

1. Obtain a sheet of paper. Use layout "C" and draw the following

symbols: (You may use your house plan template where

applicable.)

outside door

b. swinging door

c. double window

(1. earth

e. cinders

f. double outlet

g. range outlet

h. fluorescent light

1. double-pole ,;witch

.titlet

1 SG
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UNIT IX: ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING

TASK PACKAGE 2: FLOOR PLANS AND ROOM SIZES

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I - VIII; UNIT IX, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

Arc you a man with a plan? Here's a task package with a plan

floor plan, that is.

One of the first steps in architectural drafting is drawing a

rough idea of the floor plan. The draftsman indicates the types and

sizes of the rooms the plan will have and also uses the correct

architectural symbols. The floor pl,in that you design will be small,

but never-the-less, you will be expected to produce a quality product.

You probably .realize that great things start in a small way. This is

your opportunity to be creative. "A creative individual is a happy man,"

OBJECTIVE:

Lpon

of specificalic-ab, Co c!.- CT

a. s,21ect the prLq
. :om

b. drn,:: a prnl i t,.

prope!r]v

'()Um prfotm,t1k.

ch,

Nfi



DC-IX-G

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read pages 154 through 184 in Architecture' Drafting and Design.

2. Rev4ew the sound-slide presentation DC-IX-2 for today's

matinee.

3. Study page 7 in this task package showing the typical sizes of

rooms.

4. What is the typical size of a medium-size bathroom?
___________.

5. What is the typical size oi a large-size bedroom?

6. What is the typical size of a small-size kitchen?

7. What is the purpose of the preliminary sketches?

8. Study the rules for dimensioning on page 180 in Architecture

Drafting and Design and on pages 5 and 6 of this task package.

9. What scale is most commonly used for house plan drawings?

10. En dimensioning the houso plan drawing, do you usi. Coot

ii. WIL're the part.. . f ih:;-; ,r

1_9. Keep growing! ! fah" %.er tLe _S{ ter.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

01%- entif,f_ i.t

1"!

t

60



DC-IX-2

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1. Obtain d sheet of drawing paper from your instructor.

2. From the information supplied by the following statement and

the other task packages, you will draw a preliminary floor

plan sketch, using the appropriate symbols and the correct

techniques.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: Mr. Frank Money-bags wants you to design

and draw a small frame vacation cottage for him. He wants the

following rooms:

a. a small bedroom

b. a medium bedroom

c. a large bathroom

d. a medium kitchen

e. a large living area

f. a large dining area

g. all closets 2' - 0" x 3' - 0"

p ill \ Cl

size';;. You c:in your window ',And

placement. Each bedroom Nhouic ciosc'

closet somewhere, in th.: ilus;e. Mr. Mon,-;\--!,,,; _o ,xresi;

vodrsolf in the
(r the

1 GI
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4

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

3. Draw the preliminary floor plan sketch.

a. Prepare your sheet using layout "C".

b. Draw the preliminary floor plan sketch using the correct

symbols and technique.

c. Dimension the floor plan using correct technique.

d. You may need lo tonter with the instructor at various times

during this Learning Practice. Please feel free to seek

assistance when necessary.

e. When you finish your preliminary floor pian sketch take it to

your instructor for an evaluation. When lie is through with

his evaluation he will give you a sheet of drawing paper and

instructions for using the proper layout on your final plan.

(Use layout "E" modified.)

4. Draw the final floor plan.

-.1. Prepare your sheet using the proper layout-

1.11t- C.:: sour

You us 1/-' = 1' - 0" cis the f.ur, t

the. c'arreot techniquet,.

c. Dimension Lli_ final floor plan osit,!! ( tochniques.

5. "v::)en van ii.tve 1.earolu Ak!

ir voul tcr.

* You koow, \01.

Frank Li `t. ;right. :;u tile S.: .t

tno drawint4
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PLAN VIEW ARt..;:iLYEC:_RLL

I. Extension lines preferably should not touch the plan. On occasion it
be permissible' to touch the plan with the extension line.

2. Dimension lines should be spaced a minimum of 3/8" from the plan and
3/8" apart.

3. Dimension lines are continuous lines with the numerals placed above she 117e.

4. Arrowheads are standard open or closed type, made in the proportion 3
to 1 wide. For close or tight places, dots at the end of the line m,17
be used.

5. Dimension figures are placed to read from the bottom and right hand
side oi the drawing.

6. Dimension figures and notes should be 1/8" high.

7. Feet and inch marks are shown on the dimensions. Clearness of interpre-
tation is the guiding rule. Dimensions are usually writtea thus.
21' - 5"; 3' 0 1/2"; 0' - 7"; 6"; 5 1/2% IIA x 122.

8. Avoid unnecessary crossir',1 of dimension lines by placing winnow ccc,
(iForter) dimension nearest the plan, with the overall (lorleest)
iarthest from the plan.

9. Make all letters and numerals legible. Fancy twists cause difficuit
reading.

10. Avoid crowding by allowing sufficient room lot dimensions

11. All useable dimensions are shown. Do not assui' symmetr;. centerl.

12. overall dimensions must be shown. Detail dim,Ilsions tot.1!:11
overall must be shown.

1 L ,t I
../1/

1!+. ftenti(aL Width of end (-)tr3 '10[_

t:tmeh-,ions.

i)oor;-, f :um 1!,2 r
I n. C.I.

nab/

;,14: :1)(.,);:( tIt;11:,

C '



:lan View Architectural Dimensioning Rules (cont 'd):

anc; cik,)r izes Ire given in the window and door schedules. The
craning is referenced on the elevation view.

zIrains are most commonly made to the scale 1/4" = 0".
1,arge -rui:dings are often drawn to the scale 1/8" = 0". Details

to a larger scale. Always indicate the scale in the title
.r r,ar the view.

views, drawn to enlarged scale, show the construction and
ro specify the material and sizes.

it 6,
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ROOY i

4
.,,.....

I

!

!

SIZE
......_... ___

Small

Medium
Large

i

I

1

1

1

AREA IN SQ. FT.

Entrance Area

_
25 - 30
35 40

L5 - up

Living (3oT.

4

:

1

1

,

Small
Medium
Large

;

I

1

;

4-

1;0 200
'.10 280
300 - up

Family :tiom. cr

Dining Spaeo

Dinin,-. ::lcove

;

.

.

.

t

.

I

.

Small
Medium
Largo

Small.

Medium
'Large

:

;

:

I

1

.

4

I

100 - 130
150 180

200 ip

25 - 40
50 - 70
80 - up__L.__ ______

F.,1-:4oa

Sedres,m

___ __;_..._

i

.

.

I

4

_

Small
11,dium

Large

Sma1.1

Medium
Large

.

:

:

1

i 80

i

4

50

100

160

140

LOO

- 90
- 140
- up
__

- 130
- 190
- up

- 35
- 45

- up-Satroo,-

Small
X(dium
1

i

I

i

.

33

40

50

u,-
\ .`:

; SIZE EXAMPLE

1

I

.._._

; 5' x 8'

i 5' x 6'

i 5' x 9'
1

I

1

-]

12' x 15'

13' x 20'

14' x '1'

I

10' x 12'
; 12' x 15'
1 13' x., 16'
1 ........_......_

1

I 5' x 8'

7' x 9'

8' x JO'

1

7' x 10'

1 10' x 14'

10' x 16'
__ _____

I

i 10' x 12'
: 12' x 14'
1 13' x 16'
1

______.

5' x 7'

"3' x 7'

o' x 9'

1' x 5'

x

x t'

. ' I

,

, ! 11.. --'

!.. t-

1;1 4!

`01 m;.,, .

, 1,



UNIT IX: ARCEITECITRAL DRAFTING

TASK PACKACE 43: DRAWING ELLVATIONS AND IDENTIFY L0; TYPES OF :J'FS

PRERLQUSITES: UNITS I-VIII; UNIT IX, TASK l'ACKAGES el f;2

Ki.TIONALE:

lhis i the city. It contains 1,onso!, and it noei:s

And of Lipr Imutu; i II ha 1. k) LA) 1)(. des tene4: you.

You've already drawn the floor plan, so it's time to rne

design to n nighet Level.

You did a final fioor plan in the last :1z,clage. wt rf

rein to :.)ring ti 'ns hot's' ii e, 1113 the f ifler ps..1

some simple means of projection, you'll he able to create T:oe

elevation of the floor plan. ibis is more less a pif...ture of

encn side of the house, you've designed. It give,: the wer.,m,:a

p ict or tal vieu oi what the ref: i (fence I 00!,,, I cor = ;

floor plan. 'Inc elevations are a vita patt to any pl th con

'Leff:: 111,-. i

elevat c ft:1 .ef.

Vi)kir .c.

hcc.,11.. f!H-f,tf



; ,
1 1 .

U:on ,:_ozletion of this task package you will be able to do the

identify in writing, five roof types from illustrations.

craw four ele,:ations of a residence.

Y.-ur Perfor:.t.-e will be evaluated In accordance with tlu,

; :hecklist.

fazts you about to receive are true; nothing has

.":_anged to proteo::.

Rea,i 7-ages 185 through 21S and 372 through 374 in Architectural

Drx.c=g.

teday is sound-slide presentation DC-1X-3.

- ele : :en r v

t;'7



DCIX-3

LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

7. Name the four common types of roofs seen in your reading material.

8. What does the word pitch mean when related to roof design?

9. Why do we use a door and window schedule?

10. What is the recommended window height?

11. Study page 313 in your reading material.

12. What is the size of the bedroom doors?

13. What is the size of the entry door?

14. What is the size of the bathroom doors?

15. Congratulations! You've finished the Leal-MIT Activity. Take

LEARN INC PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Rrnd thc, ont;rt!

1. Iler.tify thc ();
(.

p4ckdge. 1Lst vcsut A:;-,,er in Lilt,'

!Hore I

CS



DG-IX-3

LEARNING PRACTICE (ront'd) :

b. figure 2

c. figure 3

d. figure 4

figure 5

f. figure 6 is used to show you the parts of a roof.

2. Draw a front elevation of a floor plan.

a. Obtain four sheets of paper from your instructor as you

need it.

b. Prepare your paper using layout "E" modified.

Using the finalLzed floor plan from t:le last task package,

draw a front elevation of the house.

1) use 1/4" = - 0" scale.

2) uSe your own design for outside features and roof type.

d. Dimension the front elevation using correct techniques.

*

Draw a right side elevii ion 14 pi ill.

- , "F" modified.

,n en tile ; P; fi it

O. the lc o,.

Omo-



DC-IX-3

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd) :

4. Draw the left side elevation of a floor plan.

a. Prepar^ your paper using layout "E" modified.

b. Draw the left side elevation.

c. If you feel the need to talk to your instructor, do so.

5. Draw the rear elevation of a floor plan.

A. Prepare your paper using layout "H" modified.

b. Draw the rear elevation.

c. Dimension the rear elevation using correct techniques.

6. So you've completed another task package! Take your work to

the instructor fa: ,:valuation.

"You keep this up and Lucy will love you forever."

170



Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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DC -X

UNIT PACKAGE X: MAP DRAFTING

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I-IV

RATIONALE:

We are constantly reminded of the fact that we need a map

as we travel across a distant state or when we twirl the globe

and watch it spin. They don't find these maps in crackerjack

boxes. Where do they come from? Draftsmen use their skills to

produce excellent maps.

There are various types of maps used in the world today. This

unit will cover only three: the plot, the topographic and the contour

map. The draftsman needs to be familiar with the different types

of maps mentioned and be able to construct one from given infor-

L-a,:tcn. 5U....CCSS by compietints this ua!t,,"

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to draw a

plot for a subdivision, a contour map and a topogrdphical map us

the accepted representation.

Specific:

Upon completion of the task packages for this you wlil be

able to:

1. Accurately draw a plot of a subdivision using the leccIted

representation. Your performance will be evaluPLt,sd in



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

accordance with the instructor's checklist.

2. Accurately draw a contour map using the accepted represent-

ation and in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

3. Accurately draw a topographic map using the accepted

representation and in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

In order to complete this unit successfully you should begin

your work on Task Package 1, and then as a suggestion proceed to

complete each task package in order until you have finished each

package in this unit. In the packages you will be asked to view

and answer (,,:t!cms, and perform

some practical exercises. The number and names of :!-1

included in this unit are as follows.

TASK PACKAGE 1: DRAW:NG A PLOT OF A SUBDIViSMN

TASK PACKAGY: 2: E?:J;ING A CONTOUR MAP

TASK PACKAGE. 3: TPi''::ING A TOPOGRAPHIaL MAC'

if you shou:d f:-1 c-_fiticrit enough to a znmprph:ale ti,st

at this tars, conti :t yclr instructor. Howeve:: fecl

are not ready to be testc,d, begin your work as out1::-c.



DCX-1

UNI1 X: MAP DRAFTING

TASK PACKAGE #1: DRAWING A PLOT OF A SUBDIVISION

PREREQUISITES: UNITS IIV; VI

IZATIONALEIL

Map making is an industry that employs draftsmen. Then., arc

many types of maps. This package is concerned with one of the.

more rommon types. The map of a plat (or plot as it is sometimcs

called), :s used by surveyors, architects, industry and tens

everywhere.

1h13 type of drafting is very important in the selling and

buying of land. It lets the buyer know what he is getting and

the seller know what he is selling.

This is another skill you can master if you'll only "plat"

onwaichf.

Upon coropletion of thi, yon

draw plot 1 n thc

yo,, r !-erforpcw':c he ts%:,lintteci .11 A

ustrin tor's ('1;('( i i Ha.

175



!%: .1;, t t,

1. ige a35 in Basicjec:Inical_Drawia.

o6-370 la Mech,uical 1:,y French and Syensen.

90-in In SurveyingL,111,,2rvand Practice., by Davis,

t ar tielh..

"Dt

5. How are the lines of a plot established?

6. What is the purpose of a city plot?

7
Define the term "bearing" as applied to map drafting.

S. What scale is used in map drafting?

9. 5: udy ii gu re 673 on pAgt 336 in Bas Te( hu (2t Di.:twi n1,

10. What i:, the total acreage ot the three tracts, excluding the

road?

11. 5tudy paragraph 6-3 on page 90 in Surveying: Theory and Practice',

12- Paragraph 6-3 lists all the information a plot should contain.

13. Does figure 673 in Basic Technical Drawing contain All the intorm-

ation th,ted in parwrIph 6-3? Why?
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

14. What is the scale used for the plot in figure 673 on page 336

in Basic Technical Drawing?

15. Looks as if you're "plotting" along. Take your answers to the

instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE

JIRECTIONS: Read the entire Learning Practice before starring tc

work.

1. Study page 5 in this task package.

2. This sheet shows a partially completed drawing of a traverse

survey. From station A, station B and D were located.

a. Scale the bearing and distance of B D.

b. Scale the distance of B C.

c. Scale the distance of D C.

3. Draw a :31... : ) 'Isl-

a. Obtain a sheet - iv'l

in,t?:ctor.

b. StLriy ti;,ure ;7%

c. .1:6;1g a soli*: - .7)Jc ,

i. C 't sc , ':01

p,rLI.;,%t - fro

1



JI\C PRACTiCE -ont 'd):

e. St.b2:.\Ide the north portion of the tract into 66 lots, each

...ppr,xtely 200' wide x 180' deep. This will allow for two

,itr--..eets with o0' rut of way running eastwest.

hvie the portion of the tract south of the highway into

13 aD.,%roximately 167' wiie x 235' deep.

. ti:le bloci,: similar to that :-hewn in figure 673.

:i.:;11e 074 on page 337 in Basi: rechnicalprawing as a

lave any :-,ee your instructor.

Lrallie Frown! finished another Lcarnio

to the i.:-0,tr",,:tor tor ev-iloatwn._ _

1 7S





!LW ORAVTING

fASK PACKAGE 2 DRAWING A CONTOUR VAP

1)1EOLISIIES: U.iTTS 1-VI; LNIi X, i'ASK

Up on the mountain or cioull in t.tv mlov yco

from ,:ontours re,,,ardlecq of where you dre. you 'l: -

Las tar.n. pact:awe the value 3f cont0u1,4 ..7-1 a

cr,d,pv

plot maT)s. in picka,_-.0 =-

C:Zer c,nntour.. :ypc 71,1) t--dt _

elevation of: Cle grcanu. contour .-:ap 1c dn.

of t,Ie are1 -.natneJ. ite ccntour prof-:

tae'; Taps 111-e very =Mportant for ttle

and other .;tructureq. The civil eng:neer

a.:7c.urate, cunci,w and up to dote. ":.oafle vou:
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

DIRECTIONS: Read the entire Learning Practice before starting to

work.

1. Draw a contour map.

a. Obtain a sheet of paper from your instructor. (Items 1

and 2 will both be drawn on this sheet of paper.)

b. :,turfy problem 2.1.11 on page 551 in Mechanical Drawinye

C. Prepare your paper using layout "E".

d. Following the instructions listed in problem 23.11, draw

the contour map shown.

e. If you have any questions please see vont- instructot.

2. Draw a profile from a contour map.

a. Using the contour map drawn in part one of this Learning

Practice, draw one profile taken on 1 horizontal grid /13

d2signated by your instructor.

b. Working space 10" x 12".

c. Vertical prorile .cale 1" = 100'.

Lt. it I,.

t .1
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I-ARN 11.(: i :
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